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Bankrupt's Petition
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Law,

PARIS, MAINE.

Wright·

matter

at

1

tr'.ot Court of the Unite· t States for the District
of Maine:
KERR, of Parts, In the County
of >>xfont, an<t State of Maine, In
il l District. respectfully represent·» that on
the .2nd <lav of October, last past, he was <luly

HENRY

u iged baukruptuivlertheActsof Congressre·
.tting to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenlered all his property an<l rights of property,
m ! ha
fully compiled with all the requirements
of sala Acts'anil of the orders of Court touchlnK
hi- Jinkruptcv.
ν

■

Wherefore he prays, That he may be >lecree<l
Ii ν the Court to have a full discharge from all
Ul.ts provable against his estate un<ler said
ai kruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepte· 1 by law from such discharge.
Dated this 12th lav of l>ecem><«r, Α. I». 1AM.
H EN It > KERR, itaukrupt.
111» Κ It OF NOTICE TUKKKOt.

DISTRICT i>K Maine. SS.
on this 17th itay of ΙΗ*·.. A. D. l'.«M, on readhirf the foregoing petition, It Is
ordere-l by the Court. That a hearing lie ha·!
u|h>o the same on the »">th 'lay of Jan., A. D.
tefore salit Court at Portland. In said Dis1
triet, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; an<l that noti< e thereof be publlshe<l lu the Oxford l'ému·
mt. a newspaper prlnte<l In «aid District, and
that all known creditors, an·! other persons In
Interest, mav appear at the said time an·! place,
have, why the
an 1 sh«w cause. If any they
praver of *ald petitioner should not tie granted.
\
1 It Is further ordered by the Court, Thut
the Clerk •'hail send by trail to all knowu cred!t· rs copie» of sat·! petition an· 1 this order. adire-He t io them at their places of residence as
stated.
witness the Hon. clarence Hale. Judge of
the <a! t (. ••urt, ami the seal thereof, at Portlan·I,
In said District, on the 17th day of l>ec-, A. 1».
law.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
L.s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY. clerk.
Attest

In the

matter

"I had my sty built on a high, dry
for I bad learned in my wisdom
that for the wellbeing of my stock the
piggery should stand high. The bottom
of the pighouse is of concrete, which is
the very best material for the purpose.
I fed my pigs on grain and middlings,
but only gave them as much as they
could eat at one time; that is, I never
allowed any food to remain in the
trough after they had finished a meal,
so that
they should come back to it
later. I fed them twice a day, at 0 a.
si. in the summer, and at 7
m. and ti l*.
Λ. M. and 5 p. m. in the wiuter—and I
was as regular as clockwork.

Bankrupt

Order of Notice Thereon.

"I

Johnnton, J In bankruptcy. |
Bankrupt. I

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine
w. Johnston, of Mexico, in
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that on
th> I tth lay of August, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of Corgrese
relating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrende red all his property and rights of property,
ami has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 3uth day of Nov., A. D. 1904.
BRADFORD W. JOHNSTON,

Bradford

Bankrupt.

NOTICE THEREOF.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that soe has
been duly appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of
GIDEON FLETCHER, late of Buekfleld,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demand* against the estate of said deceased are desired to ρ re seat the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are request»!
to make υ»ν meat Immediate!?
Dec. Mb, 1904.
LAURA Κ FLETCHERNOTICE.
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Dairy Association.
F. S. Adams, president of the Maine
Dairy Association, occupied the chair at
the opening of all sessions of the organiState

A
in Auburn Hall, Auburn, Dec. 13-15.
brief recapitulation of the points made
by the speakers follows: Professor
Gowell, of the University of Maine, emphasized the importance, from a sanitary
standpoint, of cleanliness in handling
the dairy product, from the time it leaves
the cow as milk until it comes to the
table in the form of butter or cream,
and pointed out its financial advantage.
That Maine butter suffers from the marketing of the best cream and the making
of the inferior product into butter—that
this is the prevailing custom of the
creameries—is certainly evident, and
until people are educated up to higher
ideas of cleanliness in the tie-up, either
by a refusal to receive cream not properly bandied or else only at reduced rates,
more or less butter of inferior quality
will be made.
As essential to the manufacture of
the best butter, he mentioned the following points: Clean cows, clean and well
ventilated barns, no feeding or dust
raising during milking, clean hands and
clean overalls for the milker; milking
through absorbent cotton or into a protected pail, reducing the temperature
immediately from 90 degrees to 60 degrees by œrating; pasteurizing the separated cream, and usiqg a starter for the
butter.
Professor Gowell's main points were
indorsed by State Dairy Inspector S. C.
Thompson, who added that it was desirable to try to bring about a better
understanding between the patron of the
creamery and the proprietor.
Z. A. Gilbert outlined the work of
the association, and explained that,
while it is not always practicable for
farmers to follow the suggestions given
out by the scientists, yet part of the
speakers of a programme prepared for a
dairy meeting should be people of scientific knowledge; others should be men
of practical experience. He favored doing away with premiums offered by
dealers in dairy appliances and supplies.
In the afternoon the butter scores
were read, 07 1-2 being the highest
award, followed by a few remarks by
Orrin Bent, the Boston expert, who acted as chief judge.
C. S. Stetson, of Alta, spoke in praise
of country life, the necessity of love of
the work in order to secure best results,
and he contrasted the old and new methods of cultivation, speaking of the superiority of the results accomplished by
the latter.
K. W. Ellis said too much grass should
not be allowed to remain in the fields
through the winter; cows should feed it
down. He would plough under a good
feed only occasionally. Land should be
spread with manure, and ploughed in
the fall, the spreader being used. Cows
coming in in the fall will give one-third
greater profit than those spring freshening, and changes in a cow's food should
be made gradually. She should never
eat grass after it has been touched by
frost, as it lessens the flow of milk.
Dr. Fellows, president of the University of Maine, gave a lecture on country
life. Professor Hurd, of the same institution, talked on agriculture in the
public schools, his lecture being illustrated by the stereopticon, showing the
beautified grounds, in contrast with
those unadorned with shrubbery and
garden culture. A banquet completed
the exercises of the first day.
On Thursday morning came the busiThe old board of officers
ness session.
Frank S.
follows:
was re-elected as
Adams, Bowdoin, president; C. £. Jones,
Corinna, vice-president; L. W. Dyer,
Cumberland Junction, secretary; Rutillus Alden, Winthrop, treasurer; \V.
K. Ilamlin, South Waterford, trustee.
One corresponding secretary was elected
from each county.—Cor. in Tribune
Farmer.

Feminine Dairy Wisdom.

How far is it to your water supply?
Far enough to tire the cow all out getting to it? Try to have water where the
stock may get it without taking too long
trips. The trips take time and strength,
and strength means a little drawing off
of the forces which should be spent in
making milk.
The sunshiny day for dairy farmers
will come when we see in the cow, not
simply a brute, to be fed and treated
generally as such, but a thinking creature that knows when she is well treated and wheu she is not, and responds

accordingly.

Do not let the cream stand around in
open pan or pail. Shut it up in a
close pail or jar, where the air can not
get to it. Bacteria mean nothing more
or less than impure air coming in contact
with the milk or cream.
It is best to churn every day if you
wish to keep your butter perfectly uniform. There will then be no chance of
the cream getting overripe.
The milker should wear a clean outer
garment, used only when milking, and
kept in a clean place at other times.
All persons who milk cows should
have their finger nails cut closely.
Never mix fresh, warm milk with that
which has been cooled.
Whitewash the etable once or twice a
year. Use land plaster in the manure
an

gutters daily.
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that the air may get in.
Smothered milk is damaged milk and
that means lose for some one.
We use an old-fashioned barrel-and-

side

up

so

Jasher chum, and were greatly troubled
with its splashing, until we solved the
jifficnlty by melting the top and bottom
out of an old fruit can, and then setting
near
through New-England country it down on the churn
with the dasher
towns, visiting farmers to look at pigs
bundle coming up through it. This will
tnd study how other people keep them,
all splashing.
ind I am surprised that people can eat effectually prevent

pork at

all or that any

piggeries

escape
occasions did 1
:ome across a clean sty and well kept
pigs, and even then none were ever as
;lean as mine—and I say it without conceit.
"I never get cheated in buying a pig
now, for I know a perfectly healthy pig
to well that I cannot be hoodwinked.
"Oh how many times they have tried
mere woman! Δ
to cheat me—just a
perfectly healthy pig will have bright
iyes, wide open. His tail 19 well twisted, be will stretch and rub himself
against things, and his hide will be clean
ind fresh looking. No one can sell me a
bad pig now, I can assure you, for 1
know every aspect of the animal."

Jisease.

Only

on

rare

An Old Cow's Worth.

Farm Teams Index of Farmer.
The relation of the farmer's team to
the success of agriculture and its indirect
influence upon his pride and interest in
his vocation is well brought out in the
following from a western exchange:
"It is a disgrace to see a poor, crippled, inferior team on a farm. The farm
is the place above all others to have the
very best of all kinds of animals, and to
Iceep them in the best possible condition.
It is the first duty that the farmer owes
to see that his teams are well fed and
well cared for. Without these faithful
servants there would be no crops to harvest
They are furnishing the power
that tills the soil, they make it possible
for earth to produce the great crops that
arc adding millions of dollars to the
wealth of the land owners of the country. The work teams of the farm should
be the best of animals and provided with
the first and best of the produce of the
field*. When the farmer commences to
realize that the horse is his best friend,
and commences to manifest this appreciation by providing better care, better
stables, better harness and better treatment generally, there will be a decided
improvement noticeable in agriculture
on the farm, and the farm profits will
be immeasurably increased. The keeping of a better class of horses on the
farm for farm uses is in the interest of
better farming, better farming is in the
line of larger profits, larger profits lead
to improvements and developments in
values, which make our farm
amomes the ideal of agricultural

ed burnt alum to the place· left bare.
Repeat the treatment twice a day. Isolate the slok fowl.

medicine to a fowl
nnle·· the nostril· are perfectly dear. A
may strangle
neglect of this
the fowl to death.
Never

give liquid

precaution
i
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the princees,
"there will be no luck of entertainment witli this knave under the same
roof—t.>o much entertainment, I fear
me. Well, ndmlt tlie bold fellow."
Crossing to the door, the maid pushed it back, and the fleure of the jester
passed the threshold, η figure so graceful and well built the lady's eyee,
turning toward him with mild Inquiry,
lingered with approval; lingered and
fair, handsome
were upraised to a
face, when approval gave way to won-

HE sun and the breeze contended with the uilst intrenched in the stronghold of
the valley. From the east the
ttM orb began Its attack; out of the
west rixle the swift moving zephyrs,
ami. vanquished, the wavering vapor
stole off Into thin air or hung in isolated wreaths above the foliage on the

Soon the conquering light
hillside.
brightly illumined a mediaeval castle
commanding the surrounding country;
the victorious breeze whispered loudly
at its gloomy casements. A great Norman structure, somber, austere, It was,
however, biighteued with many modern features that threatened gradually
to sap much of its ancient majesty.
"Fill up the moat," Francis bad orWhat lover
'"Tis barbaric!
dered.
would sigh beneath walls thirty feet

der.
w
Was this the imprudent, hot brained
rogue who had swaggered In Fools'
hull and made a farce of the affairs
of the nation? His countenance seemed that of a courtier rather than a lowborn scapegrace, his bearing in consonance as. approaching the princess, he

knelt near the edge of her sweeping
crimson garment. Quietly the maid
withdrew to a corner of the apartment,
where she seated herself ou a low
stool. her fingers idly playing with the
delicate carvings of a vase of silver
containing water that had been bless
ed and standing conveniently near the

thick! And the portcullis—away with
it!
Summon my Italiau painters to
We muy yet make
udorn the walls.
habitable these legacies from the sav-

age, brutal past."
So the mighty walls, once set In a
comparative wilderness, u tangle of
thicket and underbrush, now urose
from garden, lawn and park, where
even the deer were no longer shy, and

her bridegroom!"
Deliberately she half turned, the coll
of gold falling over her shoulder. Near
lier hand, white against the dark casement, a bloiKl red rose trembled at the

entrance of her chamber, and. grasping
it lightly, she held it to her face as if
Its perfume symbolized her thoughts.
"Is there so much constancy in the
"Can
world?" she asked musingly.
such singleness of heart exist? Like
this flower, which would bloom und die

at my window? A bold flower, though!
Day by day has It been growing nearer. Here," she added, breaking It from
the stem and holding it to the jester.
"Madam!" he cried.
"Take it." she laughed, "and—send it
to the duke!" Kneeling, he received it
rrr-r*

—

»—

fore her.
"I hear, sirrah, but a poor account
of your behavior last night," continued
the princess. "You must have a care
or 1 shall send you back to the duke
and commaud him to have you whipped. You have been here but overnight, vet how many enemies have
and.
you made? The king, the admiral
last, but not least, a certain lady. Poor
fool! You may have saved your neck,
but for how long? Fie. what an account must 1 give of you to your mas-

"Ah, madam," he answered quickly,
all.'
"you show me now the folly of It
"Let me see," she weut on more
gently, "what we may do. since you
The king may forgive,
are penitent.
the admiral forget, but the lady-sbç
will neither forget nor forgive. Fortunately, I think she fears to disoblige

reared with rigid strictness, although
provided with various preceptors who
had made her more or less proiicient
in the profane letters, as they were
then called, Latin, Greek, theology aud
philosophy. The fame of her beauty
had gone abroad; her hand bad been
often sought, but the obdurate king
had steadfastly refused to sanction

anil

If I let it be known you are
of my household"— She paused thoughtfully. "Besides. she has a little secret she would
Yes, the secret
from the king.
me
an

her betrothal until Charles, the emperor, himself proposed a union between the fair ward of the French
monarch and one of his nobles, the
To this
young Duke of Frledwald.
Frauds had assented, for be calculated upon thus drawing to his inter-

Indispensable part

keep

And Louise smiled
who. although most
devout, perhaps had missed a few paters or credos in listening to idle worldwill save

knowingly

you!"

as one

ly gossip.

"Madam." he said, raising his head,
"you overwhelm me with your good-

of his rival's most chivalrous
knights, while farseeing Charles believed he could not only retain the

ests one

ness."
"Oh 1 like her not; a most designing
creature," returned the lady carelessly.
"But vou may rise. Hand me that embroidery." she added when he had
''How do Γ know the duke,

duke, but add to his own court the
lovely and learned ward of the king.
And In this comedy of aggrandizement the puppets were willlug, as puppets «mist needs be. Indeed, the duke
was seriously enamored of the prinin
cess, whose portrait he had seen
miniature, aud had himself importuned
the emperor to intercede with Francis,
knowing that the only way to the
lady's hand was through the good offi es of him who aspired to the mastery
of al! Europe, if not the world.
Charles, unwilling to disoblige one
whose principality was the most powerful of the Austrian provinces he
sought to absorb In his scheme for the
unification of all nations, offered no
demur to a request fraught with advantage to himself. Hesldcs, cold and
calculating though he was, the emaffection
peror eutertained a certain
for the duke, who 011 oue occasion,
when Charles had been sore beset by

obeyed.

betrothed, whom 1 have ne\er
seen, has not sent you to report upon
if you were
my poor charms? What
only his emissary?"
"Princess," lie answered, "I am but
If I were
a fool; no emissary.
my

—

"Well?"

She smiled Indulgently at the open
admiration written so boldly upon his
face, and, encouraged by her glance,

he regarded her swiftly, eomprelien
elvelv—tlic musses of hair the fillet ill
confined: eyes soft lidded, dreamy as a
summer's day; a figure, pagan In genfoot, howe\er.
erous proportions; a
petite. Parisian, peepinc from beneath
a robe, heavy, voluminous, vivid!

suggested, passgolden thread through the cloth

"If you were?" she

ing

a

she held.
-I would write him the miniature he
has of you told but half the truth.
"So you have seen the miniature. It
Yet
lies carelessly about, no doubt I
her tone was not one of displeasure.
ship to the king, was dispatched by I "The duke frequently draws It from
his breast to look at it."
some misgiving, arising from experi"And bo ninny handsome women in
ence with womankind, laid the matter
the kingdom, too!" laughed the prinbefore Louise, she, to his surprise, cess. "A tiny, paltry bit of vellum!"
Her Hps curlod indulgently, «9 of a
proved lier devotion and loyalty by her
Did not the
entire submissiveness, und the klug, person sure of herself.
vowed
that tribute to
her
hand,
her
geuerously
fool's
pay
glance
kissing
which she was not a stranger? lier
the wedding festivities should be
lashes, sinl»;euly lifted, met his fully,
worthy of her beauty and fealty.
Was sho thinking of that scene now and drove his look, grown overbold, to
and the manj* messages which had cover. The princess smiled. She might
him.
subsequently passed between her dis- well believe the stories about
tant lover and herself as the white yet was not 111 pleased. "Like master,
ceased to tell the beads? Was like mini!" enys the proverb. She contl.e troops of Solyinan, had extricated
his royal leader from the alternative
of Ignominious capture or an untimely
end.
Accordingly, a formal proposal,
couched lu luuguage of warm friend-

lingers

she questioning fate and the future
when the rosary fell from her hand
and the clinking of the great glass
beads on the hard floor aroused her
from a reverie? Languidly she rose and
crossed the room toward a low dressing table, when at the same time one
of the several doors of the apartment ι
opened, admitting the Jestreas, Jacque-t
'
line, whose long, flowing gown of dark
green bore no distinguishing mark of ;
the motley she bad assumed the night !
before. The dreamy, almost lethargic, !
gaze of the princess rested for a mo- j
ment upon the ardent eyes of the maid
who stood motionless before her.
"The duke's jester who arrived last

j

tinued to survey the graceful figure,
well poised head and handsome features of the Jester.
"Tell me, sirrah," she continued, "of
the duke.
Straightforwardly or I'll
leave thee lo the mercy of madam, the
admiral's wife! What is he like?"
"A fairly likely man!"
"'Tie what one says of a man when
lie is not.
one can say nothing else.

then, haudeome?"

considered!"

"He has never been
The princess' needle remained suspended, then viciously plunged Into the
golden Cupid she was embroidering.
"The king hath played with me," sho
"He represented him as
murmured.
so

night awaits your pleasure without," j one of the most distinguished appearing knights In the emperor's domains.
•aid the girl.
went on.
"Bid him enter. Stay! The fillet for Is he dark or light?" she
"Dark."
fellow?"
he
a
Seems
merry
hair.
Biy
"Tall?"
"So merry, madam, he mimicked the
"Rathe* ihort"
king last night In Fools' hall, beat Trl"Hi· eyes?" said the lady after an
boulet, appointed knaves In jest to high
offices, and had been hanged for his ominous
pause.
"Brown."
"Hie manners?"

"Those of a soldier."
"Hie speech?"
"That of one born to command."
"Command!" returned the princess
·
Ironically. "Odious word!"
"You, tnndain," quickly answered the
Jester, "he would serve."
A moment lier glance challenged his,
coldly, proudly, and then her feature·
softened. The Indolent look crept Into
her eyes once more; the tension of her

Ups relaxed.

"Command and serve!" laughed the
princess. "A paradox, If not a paragon, it seems! Not handsome, probably ugly! A soldier, full of oaths; a
blusterer, strong in his cups! What a
Well," with a
list of qualification·!

sigh, "what must needs be must be!
The emperor play· the rook. Francis
The
move· his pawn, my poor self.
game, beyond the two moves, la
oaofkt to ue.

Perbapa we «ball be

words!" she cried sharply.
"And yet they turn you not from an-

ger."
"Anger!" she said, her eyes flashing.

"Not another man at court would dare
to talk to ine as you do."
"I know, mistress," he returned Ironically, "you have a reputation for sorcery, but I think it lies more in your
eyes than in the moon."
"And yet I can see the future for all
that." she replied persisteutly, defiant-

ly.

"The future?" he retorted, and looked from the earth to· the eky. "What
is the goal of yonder tiny cloud? Can
you tell me tliat?"
"The goal?" she repeated, uplifting
her head.
"Walt!
It is very small.
The sun is already swallowing It up."
"Helgho!" yawned the Jester, outstretching his yellow pointed boot. "I
catch not the moral to the fable—an
there be one!"
"The moral!" she said quickly. "Ask
Marot."

"Why Mnrot?" balancing the stick
with tlie fool's bead in his band.
"Because he dared love Queen Marguerite!" she answered impetuously.
"The fool in motley; the lady in purple!
How he Jested at her wedding! How
be wept when h· thought biuiself

days."

ter!"

guest of Francis.
The Princess Louise, cousin of Francis' former queen, Claude, had been

he answered calmly.
"Indeed! Then there is some hope
for you if you've kept track of time,"
she returned pointedly.
"What mean you, gentle mistress?"
he asked quietly, without even looking
at her.
"
'Sweet Jacqueline!' 'Gentle misYou are profuse with §oft
tress!'

Jacqueline!"

but himself to blame,
Jacqueline." returned the other, with
composure, although his eyes were now
"Ile could
bent straight befor# him.
uot climb to her; she could not stoop
to blm. Yet, I dare say,° It was a mad
dream he would uot have foregone."
"Not bave foregone!" she exclaimed
quickly. "What would he uot have
given to tear it from his breast—aye.
though be tore his heart with it! That
day. bright and fair, when Henry
d'Albret. king of Navarre, took her in
his arms and kissed her brow! When
amid guy festivities she became his
bride! Not have foregone? Yes; Marot
would forego that day—and other

Louise smiled and looked toward the
maid as if to say, "Why, he's a model
of decorum!" but the girl continued
regarding the figures on the vase,
seemingly indifferent to the scene be-

water, was leaning
against the wall. Upon a table lay an
open psalter, with Its long hanging
cover and a ball at the extremity of
Behind two tall candlethe forel.
sticks stood an altar table which, being unfolded, reveuled three compartments, each with a picture painted by
Andrea del Sarto, the once honored

and at the sight of them—the book of
romance nu.l the jester who brought it—
what wonder her patience gave way?
"You have been here now a fortnight,
Monsieur i-Iploiuat," she continued,
bending the eyes which Tribouiet so
feared ui>ou tiie other.
'•Thirteen days, to be exact, eweet

alone!"
"He had

"Yes, princess."

sprinkling holy

but that he narrowly
saved his neck by a slender device."
"What, nil that In so short a timer*
exclaimed the priucess. "A most pre-

iiis μ,;:.:ιι would be—you!"
She shook l.cr head in soft dissent.
"Queen for bow long?" she answered
gently. "λ.·. I mg :;u geu:!e Claude was
queen for Fr.:n ·!.;? As long as saintly
Eleanor I.e.! aii.«b;;;:led sway?"
"As long as Ounor is queen in the
heart·* of her people!" he exclaimed
passionately. "As loug as France is
er.

••You come from the Duke of fcriedwald. fool?" said the mistress, recovering from her surprise.

fashioned by man, a young woman
with seeming conscientiousness told
The apartment, though
her beads.
richly furnished, was in keeping with
the devout character of its fair misA brush or aspersorium, used
tress.

forwardness

pawn, madam, would beer.me a queen,
his q'-een! What would matter to him
the game of Charles or Francis? Let
Charles grr.v |.reau>r or Francis small-

aspersorium.

the water, propelled by artlticial power, shut upward In jets.
Seated at a window which overlooked this sylvan aspect, modiûed if not

for

murmured

"Surely,"

CHAPTER III.

checkmates the other"—
"But, princess," cried the fool, "hi
loves you! Passionately! Devotedly!"
"A passing fancy for a painted sem
blame!" said the lady, as, rising, slit
turned toward the casement, the gold
on Cupid fulling from her lap to th«

"Nay." he answered swiftly, "he liai
but to see you. with tbe sunlight it
Thi
your linir, as I roe you now!

Author of "The Strollers"

Copyright.

■acrlfleed, one or both! Whut of that
If it's a draw, or one of the players

floor.

By FREDERIC S. ISHAM,

sumptuous rogue!"
"The king, madam, was behind the
tapestry and heard it all—his appointaient of Thony ns treasurer, because
he la apt at palming money; Brusquet,
governor of Gulenne, since he governs
his own home so ill, and Vlllot, admiral of the fleet, that he might sail
away and leave his pretty wife behind
their horse· poor. Perhaps they get him."
"I'll warrant me the story is known
nsed to it and so do not notice it; but,
honestly, do yon not think there is some- to the entire court ere this," laughed
thing seriously wrong about the man the lady. "Won't Mme. d'Etallle be in
who habitually has his hones in this a
temper! And the admiral when he
oondition?
hears t« It—on the high seas! The king
and yet
Crude petroleum, when it can be ob- wa* eavesdropping, you say,
must bear a
tained, is better than kerosene. It is spared the Jester? He
soothing In effect and not Irritating, charmed life."
"He dubbed himself the duke's gift,
while equally as good as kerosene for
scabby legs or treatment of roup.—Farm madam, and boldly claimed privilege
Journal.
under the poor cloak of hospitality."

Eroperty

treated by washing the head and eye·,
and swabbing out the mouth and throat,,
with diluted solution of chlorate of
potash and alnm, equal parts. Remove
the ulcers with a quill ana apply powder-

Under the Rose

zation, which held its annual meeting

Thirty years ago a Canadian farmer
invested in a good but not fashionably
bred Shorthorn cow. He bred her and
This
her descendants to good bulls.
year he sold his herd, all bred by himself except the herd bull and all descended from the original cow. They numbered 60 head and brought, exclusive of
the bull, $10,145. No doubt this herd
had more than paid its way ever since
it was founded, otherwise the breeder
would not bave kept it up. It would
be interesting to know what the old cow
brought this breeder, but certainly she
proved a good investment. Another
example of success from a humble beginning. A man does not need to be
wealthy to make a start in breeding live
stock. Ii he has the ability and ia willFarmer."
ing to give the business the attention it bition.—Maine
I
require· he can build up a good herd
Did yon ever have to ride or. vork a
that will some day make him independbony horse? I have, and I must confess
ent.—National Stockman.
that I do not like it a bit. Ι:- jo not
*
Canker in fowl· can be successfully know how the people stand it do keep

The subscriber hereby rive· notice that he !
has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
HARRIOT W. STARH1RD. late of Buckield.
lathe County of < xtord, deceased. AU W,
sons having demands against the estate of eakl
deceased an desired to present the Mme for |
settle ment, and all Indebted thereto are request-

"dÏ.'SÏ BE"* "*~Μίτ DUDLEY.

«vac

from teas ami receptions, and if people
protested I said, 'Bu» 1 have my pigs to
feed,' and then strangers would stare,
ind those who knew me would look wise
ind say something nice about a 'brave
little woman,' which alwavs made me
mad, because I am not brave, I am just
I sensible.
| "None of ray pigs ever got 'styetaked'
because they never had a dirty, filthy
My. Most farmers say the only thing to
jo is to give a pig the filthiest possible
place to live in. t have ridden far and

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

NOTICE.

seut to

place,

Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full ills, barge from all
ilebtK provable agaln-t his estate uuder salit
bankruptcy Acts, ex· et>t suchitebt.·» as are excepter by law from such discharge.
Date·! this i>th day of December. A. D. IM04.
LOUIS COHEN,

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the J4th day of Dec,
A. D. 190*.
JAMES K. HEW Ε V. Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JA .1 ES E. HEWBY.Clerk.

reason was

respecting.

ruptcy.

ORDER OF

a

cooked and arranged their food
1 carried it to them in small
buckets and poured it into their clean
troughs. I fed theiu on fresh grass that
I cut myself. I made them clean beds
in a corner, and there, was never any
tilth or 'piggy' odor about that pen. I
treated my pigs respectfully and Rave
them opportunities to be clean, and they
became sweet and orderly and self-

InflS

District or M aine, sa.
On this itth day of Dec-, A. D. 1S04, on reading the foregoing petition, tt Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a nearin* be had
ui«n the name on the 1.1th day of Jan., A. D.
ΐΛή, before said Court at Portland, tn said District. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford l«emo«•rat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is-further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall semi by mall to all known creditors copies of takl petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

a

441

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine
COHEN, of Ruinfor<I, <n the County
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
J
District, respect folly represent.·! that on the -1st
•lay of November." lixcî, he was duly aitjuilged
ankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
■tankruptcy; that he h-is duly surrendered all
his property an·! rights of property,an.I has fully
compiled with all the requirements of «aid Acts
an>l of the omers of Court touching his bank-

In the matter of
Hk\1)H>ki> W.

aim a

myself.

)

DlHTWCT OK MaISE, 9S.
On tble ,*4th lay of Dec., A. D. l!*W, ou reading
the foregoing petition, It Is
« talered
by the C"urt. that a hearing be hail
upon the same on the 13th 'lay of Jan., A. D.
1.«ύ, before said Court at Portland, In sidd Dlstrli-t. at 10o'clock In the forenoon; ami that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, s newspaper prlnte 1 In said Pi-'.riCt, and
that all known creditors. and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time an<l p ace,
anil show c«use. If any they have, why the
pra· erof said petitioner should not be icraûte I.
An<l It Is further or>lere<l by the Court, That
the Clerk shall sen<l by mall to all kuown creditors copies of «aid petition and this order, addressed to thein at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the sal'I Court, ami the seal thereof, at Portland, tn said District, on the .'4ih day of Dec
A. D. law.
JAMES E. HKWEY, Clerk.
fL. §.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: J \MES Ε. HEWhY,Clerk

mv

precious pigs!

Petition for Discharge.

of

tn

"I bad my pigs
my country
home in a Xew-Euglaud town, a sow, a
I felt
boar and eight little pink pigs.
very important when 1 ordered them to
be placed in the new pen at the back of
the stable that had once held tive horses
ard which was then to be let. I had
read up diligently on pigs in all the
books the great libraries had on the subject, and 1 was pig wise.
"The man who brought the pigs had
heard of my intentions, and he stood
back and looked me over scornfully.
You ain't going to feed no pigs in that
dress, be you?' he asked, with a dirty
tinger poiutiug at my frock.
"And how I did watch and tend my

< In Bankruptcy.
COHEN,
Bankrupt. )
T.. the IIos L laresce Hale, Judge of the DisLol'lS

in

success.

«

Bankrupt's

ili-ii'rar·»

a

that I had to
"The chief
be out of doors to keep my health, and
then I heard a friend say that she never
had pork on her table, because it was
Then 1
not sweet and tine and well fed.
saw a poor woman taking care of the
pigs while the farmer husband was
away, and it looked interesting at the
time and 1 remembered it.
"I thought it all out in the still
watches of the night, and I said, 'It's
pigs or the poorbouse,' and pigs it was.
"And now 1 am prosperous and happy
and healthy. I like my pigs ami they
like me. There it is in a nutshell. And
To benow for the details of my story.
gin with, I had enough money to buy
ray pigs and to live on for three months.
1 have been keeping pigs now for three
years, and I ara not ashamed of ray mistakes, but am proud as a peacock of my

HENRY KERR.
| In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
T.· the Hos. clakexce Hale, Judge of the i>ls-

η

hurry.

keep pigs.

Discharge.

for

am

"I could stand
shop for $5 week
and get white and wan and weak, and
spend all I earn in paying doctors' bills
afterward. I could not get a place in an
office, for I should have to learn bookkeeping or typewriting, and I havfe no
time for that. I was let down all at
once, crash! and had no time for anything but to work and earn my bread.
Keared tenderly in the{gentlest of atmospheres, taught only to dance and dine,
and talk small talk divinely—result, I

Attorney at Law,

KIUHT Λ

In the

a

HARLOW,

\K1ELD,

anil

Hut these people who treat me
ami my pigs with such tine scorn do not
know that a college education is not
worth the snap of your fingers when you
are in actual want and need assistance in

MAINS.
Kllerj C.Park.

HhTHSL,

Um· £. Kcrrlck.

t>11S S.

8VC-

■uater.

Attorneys at Law,

λ :

HEB

be «elected for its esthetic charms.
But the proverbial feminine touch can,
it appears, transform even the pig and
make the piggery as fascinating as, say,
;t violet farm.
According to the woman
who has worked this miracle, pigs are
dirty only bccause man makes them so.
Hers are as neat and clean an any pussy
cat by the tire; and as for their food,
she could eat every bit of it herself, as
far as cleanliness is concerned.
The experiment is described in a recent number of "The Tatler":
"I am the woman," the article begins,
"who dared and did. I am the woman
who raised pigs and made money by
them aud saved myself from poverty.
"Of course, every body says. Oh!'
with a questionable inflection, and looks
at me in wonder, and asks me why I did
such a thing. Some mention the fact
that 1 am a college graduate, and ask
me why
1 turned to pigs instead of
treasures of my brain for a livelihood in
a way that shows me quite plainly that
they consider I have abused my priviUh'iw

Specialty.

a

Κ R RICK Λ PARK.

I

TELLS OF

The pig is not generally regarded as a
pleasant animal, aud the raising of pigs
is not a business that would ordinarily

Law,
MAIN·.

at

Λ

JjK

OIKL

CES8FTL PIG BAISI.NO.

terms MoUeiuie.
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"Mow I Make a Living."
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Oxford

Still that Inertia; that Irritating im"What a tragic tale for a
Bummer day!" was his only comment
she
continued
"And
Caillette!"

mobility.

"Take it, and—tend it to the duke!"
"Thou art a fellow of infinite humor
Indeed. Equally at home In a lady's
boudoir or a fools' drinking bout.

Come, Jacqueline, Queen Marguerite
awaits our presence. She has a new
chapter to read, but whether another
installment of her tales or a prayer for
lier Mirror of the Sinful Soul I know
not. As for you, sir"—with a parting
imile—"later we shall walk in the garilen. There you may await us."
CHAPTER IV.

"fTTTlELL. Sir
I yY I fear to

Mariner, do yon not
venture so far ou a
kiM dangerous sea?" asked a
mocking voice.
"A dangerous sea, fair Jacqueline?"
be replied, stroking the head of the
bound which lay before the bench. "I
see nothing save smiling lields and fragrant beds of flowers."
"Oh, I recognize now Monsieur Diplomat, not Sir Mariner!" she retorted.

|Et2±£jl

Beneath

In

some

headdress, resembling
degree two great butterily
her

wings, her face looked smaller than its
wont. Laced tight, after the fashion,
the cotte-bardle made her waist appear
little larger than could be clasped by
the hands of a soldier, while a silken
ihod foot with which she tapped the
[ground would have nestled neatly iu
bis palm. Was it pique that moved her
thus to address the duke's Jester?
Since he had arrived Jacqueline had
been relegated, as it were, to the corner. She, formerly ever first with the
princess, had perforce stood aside on
the coming of the foreign fool whose
seemcompany her mistress strangely
ed to prefer to her own.
First had it been talking, walking
ual jesting, in which last accomplishment he proved singularly expert,
judging from the peals of laughter to

svhich her mistress occasionally gave
Then it had become riding,
rent.
hawking and, worst of all, reading.
Lately Louise, learned, as has been set
forth. In the profane letters, had displayed a marked favor for books of all
ilnds—"The Tree of Battles." by Bonlet; the "Breviary of Nobles" in verse,
the "Livre dee Faite d'Armée et d#

rapidly. "Distinguished

in mien, grace
In the house of his
ful in manner.
patron he dared look up to that nobleman's daughter, Diane de Poitiers. A
dream, a youthful dream! Kuter M
de Breze, grand seneschal of Normandy, Shall I tell you the rest? How
Caillette stares, moody, knitting hi:*,
Of what is the
brows at his cups!

Jester thinking?"

"Whether the grand seneschal will
let him sleep with the spaniels. Jacqueline, or turu him out," laughed the jest

er.

Angrily she clasped her hands before
her. "Is it the way your mind would
move?" she retorted.
"A Jester without a roof to cover him
is like a dog without a kennel, mis

tress."
"You but seek to flout me from my
tale," she said sweetly. "Caillette is
none such, as you know. They were
young together. 'Twas said he confessed his love: that tokens passed between them. Rhymes he writ to her; a
flower, perhaps, she gave him. A flower he yet cherishes, mayhap, dried,
faded, yet plucked by her!"
"A flower for himself, no doubt—not
given blm for another!"
"What mean you?" he asked, momentarily dropping ids unruflled manner.

"Not much!" Lightly she tripped to
bush, broke oil a flower and regarden it mischievously. "Why should people hide that which Is so sweet and
fragrant?" she remarked and set the
rose In her hair.
"Hide?" he said, looking at the flowα

er, but not at her.
"I trust you kept the rose. Monsieur
Diplomat?" she spoke up suddenly, lier
expression most serious.
"What rose?" he asked, now become
restless beneath her cutting tongue.
"What rose? As if you did not know!
How innoceut you look! How many
roses ure there in the world? A thousand. or only one? What rose? Her
rose, of course. Have you got it? I

und measuring the poor fellow's troubles by tbe qualms be Ims
himself experienced, has seen generously fit to cut off a few weeks of waitlug aiul set the wedding for the near
occasions

future."
"Tbe princess—bas she heard the
king has received α letter from tbe
duke and that his majesty has changed the wedding date?"
"The princess knows, has heard all
from the king. Not long since he sent
for her. Will she consent? What else
"fis the monarch who'
can she do?

commands, we who obey!"
"Is the court, then, only a mart, a
guildhall?" he exclaimed. "A woman,
even α princess, should be won, not ex-

changed!"

In her gaze shone
amusement.
once- more the irouical
"Why." she said, "from what wilds or
forests have you come? The heart folThink
lows where the trader lists!
wilyou the princess will wear the
"How well you
low?" she laughed.
Her lashes

know women!"
"Do you mean that she"—
"I mean that her welfare Is In strong
hands; that there be few greater in all
The
the libwi. noue more honored.
duke's principality Is vast. But here
Hi
princess." The homul
sprung to his feet and ran gamboliu·.:
"Ask her the rest
down the path.
yourself, most unsophisticated foo''
Ah." with a t >nrh she could not re
sist. "what a handsome bride she will

comes

make for the duke!"

CHAPTER V.

HROUIÎII the flowery path, ko
narrow her gown brushed tbi
leaves on either side. the
Louise
Princess
appeared
Intently the jeste·
walking slowly.
watched her draw near and ever neare
their common tryst In# spot, her favorA handsome bride
ite garden nook.
forsooth, as Jacqueline had suggested

All In white was she now. a glit'erini.
white, with silver adornment, ravish

Ingly hymeneal.
king,

or a

handsomer than the favorite of favorites who ruled the king and France.
"Jacqueline," she said, evincing nei
tber surprise nor any other emotion as
she approached, "ko and fetch my fan
I believe 'tis In the king's antecham

ber."
"Madam carried no fan when"— In·
gan the girl.
Do not
"Then 'tis somewhere else.
bandy words, but Hod it."
Sinking on the bench as the maid
walked quickly away, she remained
for some moments In silent thought, a
reverie the Jester forbore to disturb
Against the clambering Ivy which for
centuries had reveled In tins chosen
spot lay her hand, a small ring of curious workmanship gleaming from hur

The ring caused the Jester to
start, remembering he had last seen it
worn by the king.
Idly the Princess Louise plucked a
leaf from the old. old vine, picked it
«part anil let the pieces float away.
As they fluttered and fell at the Jestwith
er's feet she regarded him

inger.

thoughtful blue eyes.

"IIow far Is It." she asked, "to the

duke's principality?"
If he had doubted the maid's story
he was now convinced. The ring and

her question continued Jacqueline'*
narrative.
"About flftwn days' Journey, princess." he replied.
"No farther?"
"Barring accidents, It may be made
in that time."
She did not notice how dull was his
tone, how he avoided her gaze. Bllud
to him, she turned the ring around and

around on ac:
thoughts were

"Accidents," she re;t:.;cd. l.er Innd
inotiuiiless. "is the way peril-

ous ?"

"The country Ν most unsettled."
"What do you mean by un eïtledî"
she continued, bending forward with
Angers clasped over her knees.
"The country Is infested with ni. ny
roving bands commanded by tl.i so
called independent barons who owe ai

legiance to neither king nor empivoi."
he answered. "Their homes are perch
eu, like eagles' nests, upon some im.juii
tain peak that commands the valleys
travelers must proceed through. A
fierce, untamed crew, bent on rapine
and murder!"
"Did you encounter any such?" gently.
"Ofttiuies."
"And left unscathed?"
"Because 1 was a Jester, madam:

something less than man: a lor.lii··; *>

jpsmlsM Soil

parts

of the-

body,

joints

that are

nflamed and swollen by rheumatism—
;hat acid condition of the blood which
iffecta the muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move, especially
liter Bitting or lying long, and their
jondition is commonly worse in wet
weather.

"It has been a lov.rj time since we have
My
I jeen without Hood's Sarsaparilla.
not do without It.
! ather thinks ho could with rheumatism
troubled
been
He baa
I ilnce lie was a boy. and Hood's Saraapa■illa is the only medicine he can take that
*111 enable him to take his place In the
Jeld." Miss Ada Dotv, Sidney, Iowa.

need
need

Ï

a

but

system.

There is

fully.
emperor's duke!"
"The Duke of Friedwald?" he asked.

course! The princess' tlam-e,
to be, future husband, lord
and master," she explained, with indubious and positive iteration.
"But the time—set for the wedding"Of

bridegroom

has not expired," he protested with
what ahe thought seemed a suspicion
that she was playing with him.

It may be you

likely you
concentrated fat food,

tonic,

a

in your

"Speak out I"
una
nope so, tor tue uuKt is coming
might «Hk for it!"
"The duke—coming!" The next moment be was by her vide und bad tak"Speak
en lier nnn, almost roughly.
out!" he cried. "Some one is coming!
What duke Is coming?"
"You hurt me!" she exclaimed angrily. He loosened his grasp.
"What duke?" she answered scorn"Her duke! Your duke! The

corpuscles that

red

and fat is the

"That Is easily answered," she said
cheerfully. "The duke, it seems, has
become more and more enamored.
Finally bis passion has so grown and
grown he feara to let it grow any more
and, as the only way out of the difficulty, petitioned the king to curtail the
time of probation and relieve blm of
and Pills
the constantly augmenting eusper.se,
Bemove the cause of rheumatism—no to which his most gracious majesty,
divers
DOtward application can. Take them. having been a lover himself ou

Hood's Sarsaparitla

impov-

for different

use

lacking in it.

lated

arc

rich,

it the

are

so

[n the fingers, toes, arms, and other

like

If your blood is impoverished
your doctor will tell you what
you need to fertilize it and give

lompanled

Aching Joints

her

ι,ιι .1.

..

now

But Jacqueline frowuiugly nolan.
iced that the saint's life lay idle conipicuouely, though fittingly, on the alar table, while a manuscript of the

love knot in silver—awaiting
loubtless the- coming of the princess,

-ti.-h

co..

fertilizer to
pr« >diiets.

:hronicles, while the abbess in the
louvent near by, who esteemed Louise
or her piety and accomplishments,
lubmitted to her care a gorgeously
minted, satin bound "Life of St. Ag·
les," a Roman virgin who died under
he sanguinary persecution of Diocle-

;he

bride for a

A

stately than the queen

impoverished soil,

Jarguerlte, the king's sister, possessed
lome rarely executed poems in their
nechanical aspect. The monarch per·
uitted her the use of several precious

ind conversation.
It was to this spot the maid repaired
>ne soft Bummer afternoon, where she
'ound the fool and a volume—Marguerite'·, by the purple binding and

more

erished blood, needs α proper
fertilizer. A chemist by analyzing the soil can tell you what

Chevalerie," by Christine de Pisanind in a secluded garden spot, with her
ool and servant she sedulously purned her literary labors.
A· books were rare, being hand printid and hand illumlued, the princess'
:hoice of volumes was not large, but

'Queen of Navarre" suspiciously acthe Jeeter when he sought
be pleasant nook selected for reading

drooped.

easily

more

element lacking

fat food that is
digested and assimino

as

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil
It will nourish and

the
fail

strengthen

body when milk and
to

cream

do it. Scott's Emulsion

always the same; always
pnlatuble and always beneficial
where the body is wasting from

is

any cause, either
or adults.
We will send you

a

iu children

sample free.

Be Hun· that this pic-

ture in tli« form oi

a
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a woman'* i»l:«ytli:n£rî Their sentinels sh: red with me their I'asiis; I
slept before their signal fires an ! e en
supped in t! e heart of the'r st .:e fastFools and monks are s.'.fe
n.*sses.
among them, for the one amuse* and
the other absolves their sins. Vet is
there one free baron." he added reflectively. "whom even I should have done
well to avoid; he, the most feared, the

slave,

most savage! Louis of Γίοΐζ-Urfeirt!"
"Have you ever met him?" nsked the
princess in a mechanical tone.
"No," with u short laugh. "A few of

his knaves I encountered, however,
whose conduct shamed the courtesy of
the other mountain rogues. I all but
To tlie
fared ill indeed from them.

pleasantry of my greeting they replied
with true pilferer's humor; the free
baron had ordered every one searched.

They would have robbed and strippi-d
me. despite the color of my coat, only
fortunately instead of a fool's staff I
had a good blade of the duke's, l'or a
moment it was cut and thrust· not jest
and gil>e·. The suddenness of the attack surprised them, and before they
could digest the humor of it the fool
had slipped away."
"The duke would not be molested by
these outlaws'/" she continued, pursu-

her line of questioning.
"The duke has a strong arm." he answered cautiously. "They may be well
content to permit him to come and go
as he sees tit."
"Well, well." she said perversely. "I
was only curious about the distance

ing

and the country."
"For leagues the land Is wil·'. »·'· k.
Inhospitable, and then 'tis l« < ·.
^
notonous. deserted, so lonely ti.e
dies on the wandering minstrel's 1:; s.
But the duke rides fast with his troop
and soon wot;Id cover the mountain
paths and dreary wastes."
"Nay." she interrupt·· 1 impatiently,
"I asked not how the duke would ride."
"1 thought you wished to kn <
princess." lie replied humbly.
"You thought." she began angrily,
aitting erect.
"I know, prlucess. a fool should but

Jest,

not

think."

"Why do y

demanded
see"—

>u cross me

petulantly.

today?"

she

"Can you not

Abruptly she rose, impatiently tuove.l
ν' eu
away, but a few steps, however,
she turned, her face suddenly free
from annoyance, in her eyes u soft decision.
"There!" she exclaimed, with a s'.nile
half arch, half repentant, "iiovv c.iu
any one be angry on such a d y .".il
sunshine, butterflies a:;'1, flower·»':"
He did not reply, and. tul-tre s once
more of herself, she drew near.
"What a contrast ta the stu :y ρ.Ίace, with all the courtiers, m':.: v:\s
and lap dogs!" she went on. "Ile ο : e
Itv.t how s ha", w. It ..e
can bfe::t!:C.
the im»t of such a day. s:t i! i :.·> the
forest; sit' by the f mntain;

ran

o.vr

the grass*:"
Her voice was sifter t!.ι i: 1.1
v
!:
been; tec words ft'.:; *t ! 11
;·>.
tlons of exhlirtrn.iti-r «··>·:.;· ··.'
Did she note their effect? Λ any r ite
she laughed lightly.
"Hiu how." she resum»* !. *';r «'>ing
lier great Infolding skirt. "e< :!«* one
ovs
trip the sward with thi. :
·: st!wr?
gown, weighted with wreit!
Is it not but one of the many penalties of high birth? Oh. f »r the short
ftkirts of tit·· lowly! W'tat eoaif irt to
be arrayed like Jacqueline!"
thinks
"Ami she. prlucess. d »
likewise of more gorgeous appaivl."
His heart bent faster us he sirove to
answer her in kind.
"A waste of cloth in vanity. us s:iith
Master t'alviii!" she replied, lifting her
uriiis that shone with créait"·' •i »ftfiess
from the dangling folds of heavy si Ik.
"Were it not for this courtly incumbrance I should propose going into the
Voit may
fields with the haymakers.
see them now-look—through the open-

ing in the foliage."
With an expression part resignation,

part regret, she leaned against the
wind worn grilltn which formed the
Fainter sounded
arm of the bench.
the warning of the Jestress In the ears
of the duke's fool—eo faint it became
More and
but a weak admonition.
more he abandoned himself to the
pleasure of the moment.

(το
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The Lavra of Nature.

The universe Is under the reign of
law, which Is everywhere -In things
mean and minute an well as in things
uoble and great. So far as we have
Come Into an understanding of those
Inws we have found none defective.
No sound philosophy can concede
that a law of nature can Ik· «ut of balIn any way less than true and
perfect. When we advance a theory to
the point where It would prove that a
law of nature is out of balance ::nd defective, we should know that t i e eoncIuhIou Is wrong; that it is our roasoning, and not the law, that is out of
balance and defective.—From "Bal-

ance or

The Fundamental
Orluudo J. Smith.
ance:

Verity," by

lier Revenue.

The dinner was In progress. It was
a dinner given in honor of some very
.lust
Important new acquaintances.
before the guests arrived the inastei
of the house had been Intensely rude
nud annoying to his wife, and she had
There was a monot forgotten It.
ment's pause In the buzz of conversation round the beautiful table, gleaming with lights, blushing with r>ses.
Then the wife leaned forward and lu
a voice soft, but loud enough to attract the attention of the whole company, said sweetly, "By the way.
James, what was that story you told
me to lead up to In the mid>lle of the
dinner?"

Got All the Mew· Promptly.
Λ countryman gave the following
reason for not subscribing to a local
newspaper: "I get all the news there
Is. My wife belongs to the woman's
club, one of my daughters works in the
millinery shop and the other Is in the
delivery window at the postoltlce. and

I'm the vilh ge grocer."—Boston Commercial Bulletin.
Ilia l)oe« n't Connt.

Dremer—My wife and 1 always pass

upon and decide our household questions quite a.s se-lousiy a* thoiy.h we
·.» i«>s.
were voting upon the national
ml
Henpeck—Well, whenever my
I pull off an election like t!ial ':»· always wlus by one vote.
Press.

Philadelphia

Xablllty of Purpose.
Go before no man with trei bl'.:H'.
Inbut know well that all events
different aud nothing to the«». f >·· whatever it may be it shall lie with thee to
use

It nobly; this no man can prevent.

—Epic teto*.

And

(he Colonel

Lout.

"What was the longest engagement
V"
yon ever took part In, colonel
"It lasted two years, and then the
girl married another fellow." Ex—

change.

.■laJjU

ESTABLISHED IIM.

glu Oxford gcmocrat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

&

MKtn «M

FORBES,

Ρν^τΜμ·.

UEO KO· M. ATWOOD.

A. E. fuuu

Tuil :—tlJO a year tf pakl strictly la advance.
Otherwise $2.OU * year. Single copie· 4 cent».
AU legal advertisement·
ADTumsKMXirra :
ai· given three coasectlve Insertions for 91.90
per Inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er*.

Jo» Ptnmxe:-New type, fut presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar bMine·· complete and popular.
NEW ADVEKTISEMENTS.
Bells! Bells'!
Clearance Sale·.

Bells'!!

January Bargain·.

A 98 Cent Sale.
Storage for Carriage·.
S. Richard·.
This Is the veason ol Chaps.
3 Petition» for Discharge In
Lost.

Bankruptcy.

here and There.

Clay County, (>*.,

the cotton growdecided to burn their share of
two million bales of surplus cotton, in
order to maintain the price. A beginning on the burning has already been
made, ''to show that the farmers are
ready to sacrifice a few bales for the
benetit of the masses." Such a proceeding is based on a misconception of one
of the simplest principles of economics,
which ought to have been left behind
with the dark ages. The destruction of
property may in some cases be a benefit
to a few people, but it can not be otherwise than an injury to the people as a
whole.
Ie

ers

ave

At last the grand jury of Somerset
County has indicted a man for shooting
another by mistake for a deer. This is
the tirst time that has ever been done in

Whether a rigid enforcethis state.
ment of the law will bave any tendency
to reduce the number of such casualties, only time can tell, but certainly the
list of cases for the present year is of

unseemly length.
Preparations

are

calmly going

for
for murder in
on

the execution of a woman
Pennsylvania, after all attempts to stay
theatfair by action of the courts or the
legislature have failed. And in VerThe
mont too a woman is to be bung.
equal right of woman to the same
punishment for the same crime as man
is certainly to some extent recognized.
What's to become of Colorado? After
two years of something like anarchy in
a portion of the state, frauds are charged on both sides in the recent election,
and it is asserted by the Democrats that
the Republicans are planning to count
out the duly elected Democratic candidate for governor. It has seemed as if
conditions there were about as bad as
they could be, but apparently they are
not as yet.
still closing in, inch by
inch, on Port Arthur. Â thousand men
may fall, but they pay no heed if by the
means they can gain a little advantage.
Those to whom Port Arthur was only a
name a year ago now know that there is
hardly another place on earth so well
defended both by nature and military
The

Jape

are

preparation.

Tom Watson is going to start a magazine. No, there is not a mistake in the
name.
It is Tom Watson, not Tom
Lawson. If Tom Watson can make a
magazine as interesting as Tom Lawson
can, it should be a success from the start.
lliram Cronk of New York, if still
living, is unique in two respects. In the
tiret place, he is without doubt the sole
In the
survivor of the war of 1812.
second place, he is, so far as known, the
only man for whom arrangements have
been made during his life that his remains should lie in state in the city hall
when they were ready.
It was once not uncommon to remark,
the occasion of a man's funeral, that
the minister had "preached him right
into hell." A similar act has not often
been charged against a newspaper man,
but one perpetrated it in a recent issue
of a contemporary, when he placed over
the story of a noted convict's death
on

these

sozxicwiuit

"Summoned Home.

headings:
His botanic Majes-

s'ort'ing

ty Claims One More of Ilia Own."

has
by constitutional
amendment abolished the grand jury,
and hereafter indictments will be made
by the state's attorney alone. Such
action is perhaps a step in the direction
of simplifying the judicial system, but
here in the East, where the grand jury
is one of our most prized inheritances
from the days of early English civilization, and where our judges are fond of
referring to it as the "bulwark of our
liberties," it is likely to be a long time
before we take so advanced a step.
Minnesota

County
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ATWOOD

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Business.

Paris Hill.

Baptist Church, Ββτ. K. O. Taylor, pastor Withington.
Harold Hall, of New York, and Miss
Preaching every Sunday at 10:46 a. m. Sunday
at
IS a.
Sabbath Evening Service at Shirley, his sister, a teacher at Hingham,
School
7 40 p. a. T. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Mass., aie guests of their mother, Mrs.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st Mary Hall.
Clinton Forbes is at home from the
Sunday of the month at SâO p. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
of Maine.
Universalis! Church, Bev. J. H. Little, Pastor. University
Mollie Cole is visiting friends in PortPreaching service every Sunday at 10A. M.
land.
Sunday School at 11 :« A. u.
W. A. Turner and wife entertained
One of the handsomest lots of fruit to
many of their relatives. Mr. Turner's
be seen in this apple country is in the
mother, who haa been stopping at West
cellar of J. H. Rawson. Stored in bins
Paris, has returned home to her son's.
they practically fill the cellar. There
A dance came oil at Nezinscot Hall
are about 1500 bushels of them as pickevening, a Christmas tree at the
Friday
with
ed, mostly Baldwins and Ben Davis,
church Saturday evening, and a
Baptist
an
are
some Russets.
unusually children's concert Sunday evening.
They
Mr.
lot
and
are
good
keeping perfectly.
Miss Alice Heald, the doctor's daughRawson takes great care in picking hia
ter, had a tree all to herself, with a lot
baskets
them
into
bushel
apples, putting
of presents.
in the orchard, which are afterwards
Christmas morn, mercury about 20
this
In
into
bins.
the
carefully emptied
below zero, fires all out, and your scribe,
be
less
to
are
damaged
likely
way they
after a ten days' illness, coughing to
in handling than if turned into barrels beat the
band, dumping the whole arand out again.
rangement in order to hasten matters,
Advertised letter· in Paris poet office, and this was the situation. A coal fire
Jan. 2d:
will sometimes have freaks past finding
MNrt Mary Wlreta.
out. But let us be merry, for real
Mrs. John B. Rvereoo.
pleasure comes with the coming home
Cakounk P. Harlow, P. M.
of the children.
of
directors
of
the
January meeting
Amy Shaw and Howard P., daughter
Paris Hill Library Association will be
and son of Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Shaw, are
held with the president, Miss F. A. HamChristmas at home. Amy is
mond, on Tuesday, Jan. 3, 1905, at 3 p. m. spending in
teaching Everett, Mass., and Howard
Anksta Eastman, clerk.
P. is a etudent of the Tech., recently beThe first meeting of the Universalist come notorious on account of a
scrap
Ladies' Sewing Circle, which was to with the
police. I think Howard P. got
have been held this week, is postponed a
whack, so I think I saw by the papers.
until Thursday of next week.
Professor Osborne McConathy of BosThe First Baptist Parish will hold its ton and Allen Irish of Bath are in town.
annual meeting on Thursday, Jan. 5," at
Joseph Emery, wife and Master Ralph,
:Μϋ ι·. M.
of Boston, are guests of Mrs. Emery's
Clerk.
S. M. King,
brother, Ν. E. Morrill.
About twenty couples attended the
"Why didn't yon havo the Buckfield
dance at Academy Hall Wednesday even- locals in the Democrat?"
quoth Master
a
and
time.
ing
enjoyed good
Ralph as he stuck his head around the
The schools began last Monday under comer. I was
sick, and I might have
the instruction of the former teachers, added, as a Christmas
offering to the
Mr. Austin and Miss Taylor.
readers of the Democrat, I'd spare them
The stage horses made things lively one week.
here one day last week by taking a run
This might be called court week, as
on their own account from the post office
and Tuesday the sheriff and
Monday
A
□early to W. A. Barrows' farm.
justice have been patching up quarrels
broken pole was the most serious damage.
among some of the French people—a
Owing to the fact that his time is now sort of Nan Patterson case in humble
his
gem cutting busi- life.
fully occupied by
ness, Loren B. Merrill asks the DemoMr. and Mrs. R. II. Morrill returned
crat to thauk his friends for past patronfrom New York Wednesday. Mrs. Morwill do no rill has been ill of
age and announce that he
appendicitis while
more saw sharpening after this date.
visiting friends there.
Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow went to BosBuckfield Grange held a
meeting
ton Monday for a vacation of a month.
Wednesday evening, voted in eight canDuring Mrs. Harlow's absence, Mrs. didates, and listened to State Lecturer
Fred Shaw will have charge of the post
Thompson. State Master Gardner and
office.
wife are expected here Jan. 25th.
The holiday vacation being over the
A dance at Nezinscot Hall Thursday
Paris Hill boys return to school this
evening.
week: Harry Lyon to Dartmouth College, Guy Bennett and Elmer Cuiumings
Bryant's Pond.
to University of Maine and Will Atwoixl
Charles B. Bessey, a veteran of the
to Hebron Academy.
civil war, died Wednesday night at his
home at North Woodstock.
Burial
WH1TTEUOKK DISTRICT.
services were held at the house in charge
Mr·. F. E. Glidden of Waterville, Miss of A. M. Whitman Post, G. A. R.
Rev.
Kathryn Royal of Cottage City, Mass., A. D. Colson of Bethel preached the
and Mr. C. H. Warren of Boston are funeral sermon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilnratio Houghton are
visiting at Austin Royal's.
Mrs. Christina Drake is spending the living at Frank Cushman's this winter.
<vinter in New York.
Mr. Houghton is in very poor health.
Mrs. Carrie Briggs is at home for a
Alden Chase is reported to be failing.
few days.
Mr. and Mrs.
David Hayes spent
A. O. Wheeler has sold and shipped Christmas with her people.
his hay to J. F. Howland at Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cushman attended
the State Grange at Lewiston.
Ureenwood.
The spool mill has shut down for a
The long wished for snow storm has short time.
come uud gone to
the tune of about
Dannie Hayes has gone to West Poweight inches, ending in a rain and hail, nal to visit his people while business is
enough to forma crust to prevent its dull in the spool mill.
Lesmore Currier has gone to Portland
drifting, aud already it is being utilized
in hauling ice, cord wood and other to stop with his wife during the dull
products. There was so little snow on time at the spool mill.
Christmas Day that company came and
Dr. Rollins of Portland was in town
went both un wheels and runners.
last week practicing dentistry.
We have received a very interesting
The Christmas exercises at Dudley's
letter from Mrs. Flora (Page) Andrews, Hall passed off in a very pleasant mana
brief
of
the
ner.
The exercises all passed off in a
giving
description
journey
home, and containing a perfect rose foi very creditable manner.
the purpose of giving us some idea oi
Franklin Grauge elected their officers
the contrast between the climates ol at the regular meeting in December. The
Maine and Washington. Mrs. Andrews installation of officers will take place at
says her father, Mr. John A. Page, is the meeting the first Saturday in Janmuch pleased with the city and country uary. There will bo an all day meetiug
round about, and says that he and 1 and dinner will be served in tho dining
made a mistake in not going out there hall.
30 years ago.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker visited at her son
That is all true, and could we be that Albert's, at West Paris, on Thursday of
much younger, and see things as we now this week. Mrs. Bowker is recovering
see them, we would be there, or in sump
from typhoid fever, sitting up for the
other warmer country before the end of tiret time on Thursday.
another year. We extend our thanks
Mark Allen is quite sick and bis little
for the letter above referred to, and right son Mason has had a relapse of his illhere will pay Mrs. Jennie Howe in the ness. Dr. Packard was called Thursday
same way for those photographs of hernight to attend him.
self and two sisters, all three of which
East Hebron.
are tine pictures.
We tiust both parties
had a merry Christmas, and will enjoy a
Mr. Hubbard Lowell of South Buckfield died very suddenly the 20th ult.
happy New Year.
We enjoyed a half hour very pleasant- He had been sawing wood that afterin
the
other
over
day
ly
looking
Sylves- noon; came in, not feeling well, and the
ter Cole's stock of goods, consisting oi doctor was
immediately summoned,
and
in
fact
groceries,
nearly everything but told them nothing could help him.
used in the family.
The trouble was with the heart.
He
Will Swan is at the Bennett place, aci leaves an only son, Arthur, who has alcompanied by his wife and little boy. ways lived with his parents, Mrs. Abbie
Will being engaged in hauling ice and Bucknam, Mrs. Georgia, wife of Henry
wood.
Shaw, Miss Alice Lowell, and Mrs.
The Morgan brothers have just arriv- Emma, wife of Frank Packard. All
ed here, with two loads of hay, from lived near the old family home. Mr.
Patch Mountain, the wind blowing in Lowell's wife died uearly eight months
the mean time so as to scatter the hay ago, and Arthur lost a little boy just
and make the work very unpleasant.
old enough to run around in the doorHorace Judkins aud Walter Bisbee are yard, making four deaths in that family
and
it
is
doubtful
within eight mouths. Mr. Lowell wHl
very feeble,
thought
if either of them survives the winter.
be sadly missed. A good citizen, neighnow much more time there is to get bor and friend to all around him. Rev.
round and do things since the days be- Mr. Kelley was called to officiate at the
funeral from Falmouth where he recentgan to lengthen—to be sure!
Before these locals meet the eye of the ly moved.
reader, the old year will have expired
Family gatherings were many on
and the new one be born. Then look Christmas. All of Mrs. E. Allen's chilout and end the date with a 5 instead of dren excepting John Davis of Lynn,
a 4.
were present to enjoy the Christmas turkey and Thanksgiving foast.
Mrs. Addie Thomas from Oxford with
West Sumner.
II. Β. T. Chandler is at home from her husband, A. K. Thomas, and her
Bowdoin College spending the holidays daughter, Helen, passed Christmas day
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. with her mother and sister, Lizzie Marshall, in the old family home so dear to
Chandler.
Miss Dot Heald has been quite ill dur- all.
Charles DeCosta had his daughter,
ing the past week, having to leave her
Georgia Gurney, and husband and chilschool for a few days.
The Misses Warren of North Buckfteld dren from Hartford, to pass the day with
himself and family.
recently visited Mrs. W. E. Lothrop.
A Christmas tree and music, with
Mr. and Mrs. T. II. Lunt and Miss Ada
Heath of Bucktield spent Christmas Day recitations from the children, and a well
laden
tree with
presents for all at
with friends in town.
Y our correspondent could
Miss Gibbs of Livermore Falls is visit- Grange Hall.
not be present, but received rich gifts
ing Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Pulsifer.
Mr. C. F. Blanchard of Wilton is in from all present of her old friends, that
will always be remembered by her. She
town looking for good oxen.
Dr. E. J. Mareton returned home had not a thought of a present, but is
to all, and hopes they will
Tuesday, Dec. 27, after a vacation of very athankful
rich reward for their good deed.
reap
several weeks.
First

With the Hrst of January a few changes
in the list of county officers are made.
Addison E. Herrick of Bethel, Judge
of Probate, Albert D. Park of South
Paris, Register of Probate, and George
M. Atwood of Paris, County Treasurer,
enter upon another term as their own
successors in their respective offices.
Jonathan Bartlett of Stoneham coma term of six years as County
ommissioner, and is succeeded by
Dean A. Ballard of Fryeburg.
Charles P. Barnes of Norway becomes
County Attorney, succeeding Ellery C.
Mr. Park has been
Park of Bethel.
County Attorney four years, and has
made a businesslike, thorough and fearless administration of the office.
Edgar L. Flint of Hiram is succeeded
as Sheriff by Bertrand G. Mclntire of
Waterford, the tirst Democrat elected
to county office in this county for many
years. Mr. Mclntire's list of deputies
was published last week.
A jolly time was enjoyed Saturday
The County Commissioners met last evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
December
Bert Maxim, who entertained a large
Tuesday for their regular
sesaion, to close up their business for party. A Christmas tree well loaded
the year, and in connection with the was the principal feature of the eventreasurer prepared their annual financial ing's entertainment.
statement. This statement shows the
The pupils of the village school had a
Christmas tree Friday at the school
standing of the county as follows:
UAUUTUU).
house. The tree was well filled and
#30,000.00 much enjoyed by all. Mrs. McLaughlin,
Bonded Indebtedness,
00
4,000
Temporary loans,
the teacher, is deeply grateful for the
Μβο.ω
Bills allowed and unpaid,
244 49 beautiful gift received from her pupils.
Due Mate, state taxes collected,
488.88
Rev. L. M. Robinson of Philadelphia,
Due Oxford Law Library,
Pa., has been in our village during the
past week.

?letes

USOCKCKS.
wild

Due from Male, tax

on

CaiVln

31,1904.

Hade,
Unpaid county taxe·,

treasury Dec.

North Paris.
Smith Pingree visited relatives here

$2,790.07
2,445.39
8,975.35

Backffeld.

Herman Ward well aad family of West
Parle were gaeete of Mrs. Wardwell'e
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Irish.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Irish of West Paris
were guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Irish and Mr. and Mrs. Chae.

Dec. 18-19.
Frank Elwell will work for Frank
-23^74.0» Willis in Greenwood again this winter,
Liabilities In excess of resources,
the fourth winter that he has
Thia in an unusually good showing, making
worked for Mr. Willis.
the balance against the county being re£. E. Field is to have a telephone on
The
duced |6,40δ.2δ from last year.
the Curtis Hill and Paris line.
coeta of the Supreme Judicial Court for
F.
E. Gowell shipped 344 pounds of
the two terms of laat year were small,
last week.
and the income from fines larger than in poultry
Benson Lowe sent a nice picture on
moet years. On the defaulted bail bond
burnt wood recently to President Rooseof Joseph A. Marin about 11200 was rein
a nice autograph
velt
ceived, which is an unusual sum to be letter which he reply
prizes highly.
paid ?n one lump in this county.
The Christmas exercise· at the BapTin receipts and expenditures for the
tist church Monday night were very
year are summarized as follows:
good and many useful presents were
axcairr*.
received from the well loaded trees.
$ 4,421.19
Cash In treasury Jan. 1, 1904,
31.570.79
County taxes,
(JO
12,000
East Bethel.
Temporary loans,
«.099.64
WlMlaod taxes.
are having trouble with their
1,044.49
State and road taxes,
Many
337 30
Clerk of Cowls' toes,
Some are lost entirely.
90.38 iqueducts.
Use of telephone^
Miss Amy Bartlett from Gorham NorÎ.9M.10
mal Jchool has been spending the holi$45,215.7V iay recess with her parents here.
xxraxDrruazs.
Mrs. S. E. Rich from Auburn has been
$ 1,506 2*
Costs of March term. 8. J. Court,
the holidays with relatives
1,816.63 ipending
Costs of October term, 3. J. Couit,
14,981.63 liere and in Berlin, Ν. H.
Couaty Commissioners' orders,
1&N7JK
Misses Maude and Katie Haines are
Salaries, loans, sic
6,975.35
Cash In Treasury Dec. 31,1904,
working in the paper mills at Rumford
$44,915.79 Palls.
George K. Hastings ia hauling cord
Fort Fairfield has been heard from and irood to Bethel village.
J. M. Bartlett with team has been
it takes first prise with a story of a
week at Indian
temperature of 40 below zero oa Christ- working the past
Book Camp, Howard Pood, Hanover.
otas morning.
$12,219.81

receiving

ι

Weit Parts.

MM.

the Universalist church were very elaborate and afforded much fun (or the children. At the Congregational chapel the
trees were prettily decorated and after a
supper enjoyed by old and young a short
programme was given by the children,
followed by the distribution of the presents. At both churches Snnday morning special music was rendered and
appropriate sermons preached by the
pastors. Sunday evening a children1!
concert was given in each church.
Monday evening the M. E. society had
a concert and Christmas tree followed
Tuesday by a Christmas dinner and
church roll call.
Mr. E. C. Bowler lias been in Massachusetts and Rhode Island on business

The andlence present filled the church
to its utmost capacity. Rev. D. P. Nelson was presented with a nice fur coat.
The river is very low so that J. L.
Marshall is bothered about grinding at
his grist mill, and Irish Bros, could not

by an

"At Home" to which many of the
young people and older members of the
families were invited.
The college boys who have been spending the holidays at home will return to
their work Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Archer Grover are visiting Mr. Grover's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Grover. Mr. Grover is instructor
in Maine University.
Tuesday evening after a prolonged illness Mrs. Martha B. Chapman, widow of
the late Dea. T. II. Chapman, passed
away. Mrs. Chapman swae a woman of
marked ability, strong in religious faith,
welcoming all of light and progress that
helped to raise humanity and further
God's kingdom. Her true deep nature
harbored no ill will but with the truest
charity she had a word of cheer and
hulpluiness for all who asked for counsel.
Upon the organization of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union in Bethel,
she became a most earnest worker and
through all these years her interest has
increased as she realized more and more
the need of consecrated workers. For
three years she was indefatigable in her
efforts as president of Oxford County
W. C. T. U. At the time of her death
«lie was serving as vice-president at
large. She was connected with all of
the local organizations that would help
to raise the standard of true manhood
and womanhood, ever loyal to her church
and above all to Chriet whom she served.
She leaves a sou and two daughters to
mourn her loss yet
to rejoice that

and assist the library, and also gain information about the two famous countries who are now at war.
Oscar Kimball has now moved into
the new rent in L. C. Bates' double tenement.
Nathan Brock and family have moved
into the house at Trap Corner vacated
by Mr. Kimball.
Mr. Keiley is now employed as night
operator at the Grand Trunk station.
Eugene Hammond, wife and eon
Merton, have gone to the camp at Albany
to cook for the Paris Manufacturing Co.
this winter.
The Paris Manufacturing Co. have decided not to rebuild their saw mill
which was recently burned in Greenwood. This winter they will haul all
their lumber to the saw mill operated
by Prank L. Willis and have him run his
mill to its full capacity.
Herman Wardwell and family and Mr.
and Mrs. Luther M. Irish visited their
relatives at Buckfield at Christmas time.
Mrs. Wardwell and Mrs. Irish recently

her to serve. Funeral services were held
at her late home Friday afternoon and
her pastor, Rev. C. N. Gleason, spoke
words of comfort and cheer, epeaking of
death iu one of her faith and virtues as
being a triumph. Many floral gifts from
family and friends testified to the love in
which she was held.
A beautiful bunch
of narcissus from Oxford County W. C.
T. U., and pinks from the Bethel Union
were silent tributes to one who will be
held in tenderest memory.
Mrs. W. A. Bunting and little daughters are with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. S. Chandler.

A very pleasant Christmas festival
with Christmas tree was held at K. of P.
Hall on Christmas eve by the Grange,
K. of P., Congregational, Methodist and
Universalist churches.
Peter Goodwin and Albert Babb of
Hiram Hill have enlisted in U. S. A. and
have gone to New York.
A bear was seen some weeks ago near
Hiram Falls.
Miss Minnie Pike has bad a serious
trouble with bleeding at the nose, requiring three visite from the doctor.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Gould are quite
sick with the prevailing colds.
Mr. Samuel W. demons, a graduate
of Bridgton Academy, is booked for a
term at Gray's Business College.
The thermometer on Dec. 25 reached
30 degrees below zero.

Myron Canwell and Gertrude Higgins,
who are working in Norway, spent
Christmas with friends in Hartford.
Mrs. Joseph Child is very ill. She
came very near having pneumonia.
Charles Timberlake of Howe's Corner
was in town Saturday.
Miss Mildred Whittemore of East
Andover is stopping with ber aunt, Mrs.
J. F. Child.
Wilson's Mills.
William Adams, the game warden, is

at home for the holidays.
Perley Flint came up from Newry with
a load of apples to sell during the recent
warm

spell.

A. F. Flint went to Lewiston to attend
tb· State Grange.
Bev. E. A. and Mrs. Tuck are at the
Brown Farm at present.
A Christmas tree at the Magalloway
Plantation cbnrch Saturday evening,
about 90 present. The church bas received a pulpit set from the family of
W. W. Brown, Esq.
Mrs. Josephine Littlebale is very sick
at present writing. She had been sick
with a rheumatic trouble for several
weeks, her family had thought her improving, but she was taken suddenly
won·

to-day.

frozen.
Maple
House and Mrs. M. G. Bradbury's buildthe
and
house
Hannibal
also
Curtis'
ings,
Poet Office Block are without water.
There are also several others who are
seriously inconvenienced by the freezing
of water pipes.
Rev. B. S. Rideout of Norway will
give a lecture on Russia and Japan,
under the auspices of the West Paris
The

Απ

Lake Cayuga la

the adjacent territory, not a single
and
corpse has so far been recovered,
It is α coinmou saying that "Lake CaThose
yuga never gives up Its dead."
who have made an attempt to fathom
this mystery say that the bottom of
this remarkable sheet of water is simη series of large openings and
craterlike cavities, the entire lake bed
having the appearance of being one
huge honeycomb, each of the welllike holes being reputed to be bottom-

ply

"seventy-five beautiful years" were given

became members of the Wednesday
Club.
Miss Lola A. Lane has begun her
school on Elm Hill.
Horatio B.
Hammond also
began
teaching last week a term of school in
the Partridge District.
Miss Lillian A. Young of Haverhill,
returned last Friday after spendweek here with her parents, Mr.
Mrs. S. N. Young.

Mass^

ing

and

a

nirara.

East Brownfleld.
Ralph Giles spent Christmas at home.
The Universaliet circle met at Mrs.
Blanche Hill's last Wednesday.
Aline Marston was run over by an
Oxford.
empty ox-sled last week but was not
Dr. A. L. Hersey is at home from Bosseriously hurt.
There was a Christmas concert at the ton. He has been quite sick and thinks
of going south for the winter.
Congregational church.
Christmas services were held at the
Grace Weeks is at home
the

through

holidays.

churches

on

Sunday.

The usual exercises were held on the
Mrs. Minnie
Peckham and family
spent Christmas with her parents, Mr. evenings of Saturday and Monday and
the Christmas trees were well laden with
and Mrs. S. W. Rowe.
Seymour Sands is visiting his brother, Rifts.
Albert Parrott and wife spent ChristJohn Sands.
mas at his father's.
East Sumner.
Andrew Hayes is at home from Orono.
A part of the machinery broke down
The snow fall of last Tuesday has
made it all right for the heavy teams in the mill Tuesday and it will take
several days to repair it.
and they are busily improving it.
Born, Dec. 23d, at Welchville, to the
Clarence Foster of Buckfield has three
wife of Scott Patterson, a son.
or four teams here
wood.

hauling

Ε. I. Brown has several teams engaged
in his extensive wood and lumber business.

Frank L. Barrett loaded two or three
more cars with apples last week.
He
now pays $1.00 and finds the barrels.
M. R. Fogg and wife returned on Saturday from a visit to Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. S. Robinson also returned on
Saturday from several days' visit in
Lewiston and Sabattus.
Josiah T. Stetson is spending the winter in Massachusetts.
Asa Robinson is stopping in Auburn
with his nephew, A. L. Robinson.

North Stoneham.

Mrs. Nell Sawyer kept house last week
for Mrs. Lewis McAllister while Mr. and
Mrs.
McAllister attended the State
Grange at Lewiston.
Mrs. Will Culbert is quite sick again.
All of Asa Ken is ton's family are sick
with the mumps, Mrs. Keniston and
her six children all being sick at once.
Lyman Hilton and wife went to Lovell
Saturday to spend Christmas with her
sister, Mrs. Bertha Keniston. Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Gammon went down Sunday
to Christmas dinner.
KING

DISTRICT.

Norway Lake.

Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
with Mrs. Christine Stephens Jan. 11th.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gammon of Norway were at David Flood's Sunday.
Virgil Flood has been helping Mr.
Goodwin cut ice this week.
They have commenced to haul the
logs on to the lake.
Good

Prophecy

for

Rumford Falls.

It is said that on one of bis recent
visits to Rumford Falls Hugh J. Chisholm of New York was asked from
whence was to come the business to
maintain the new and good-sized brick
blocks which are now being built, and
which are planned for various sites on
the island. To this query Mr. Chisholm
is understood to have replied that within
three years the population in town
would have been doubled by the influx
of workmen to be employed in new
manufactories to be established. Such a
statement from such source would indicate busy times indeed. It is said that
already plans are drawn for a third canal
which is to be carried from the upper
falls along the hillside on the west shore
of the river, and that on this canal, on
the weeterly edge of the village, is to be
built another great paper mill. It is
also rumored that the Continental Paper
Bag Co. contemplate the building of a
three-story addition to their present
huge plant. This, it is claimed, will
contain 100,000 feet of floor space, and
will employ many more men.

Mrs. Charles Kimball is having a bad
time with her stomach.
L. F. Cotton is laid up with a lame
back done by lifting heavy logs.
Harry P. King of Portland is on a visit
to his uncle, S. M. King.
Miss Helen King is at home from
Portland for a week's visit to her parA GRIM TRAGEDY
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. King.
Tellies Thibodeau is
working for is daily euacted, in thousands of homes,
Carroll King.
as Death claims, hi each one, another

Hebron.
Prof.

V. G —Mrs. Harland I.onl.
R. 8.—Mr*. G. L. Wentworth.
F. 8.—Mr·. Wm Allen.
Treae.—Mre. A. C. Jewett.

Mr. Fred Sanborn has placed a new
dowel machine in his mill.
There is much sickness in this vicinity
and Dr. Shaw is very busy.
The Christmas tree at Odd Fellows'
Hall was largely attended and many
presents were given away.
The last snow storm bas made the
eleighing fine in this section.

Brown field.
About six inches of enow fell Tuesday
clearing with a little rain.

To-day

is very cold.
Fountains and wells are very low.
Christmas was a very quiet day in thia

village.

A Gold Shake

Now that the Holiday rui>h is nver we have a great many remnant»
lots to close out, which we have marked very cheap.
odd
and

tbe ice floe when be ran across a would
be hunter, gold prospector, pole disdou- #10.00
coverer and what not, carrying a

grade,

MMy father," said Wellington's eon,
"deemed Washington the purest nod
noblest character of modern time—possibly of all time—and, considering the
raw troops with which he bad to oppose the trained and veteran soldiers

of 'ihiglnnd, also a great general."
Another interesting statement which
the second duke made to General Wilson, who writes to the Comhill, was
that when his father was assigned to
the command of an expedition to be
eent out against the city of Washington and New Orleans In 1814 he declined the command chiefly on the
ground that he would not tight against
Washington's countrymen. And wben
bis government asked for the names

of three ofllcers from whom a commander could be selected Wellington
wrote. "Sir Edward I'nkenhain, Sir
Edward Fakenham, Sir Edward Pakenliam." and so poor Sir Edward, bis
brother-in-law, was sent to New Orleans to meet his death in the most
disastrous defeat ever sustained by a
British army.—St. James' Gazette.
Human Gormand·.

The wealthy gormands of Home cherished a strong partiality for eong birds.
Both Horace and Martial refer with
approval to roast thrush, and Ovid
re<Omtnends "a crown of thrushes" as
lover's present to his mistress.
a
Thrushes' breasts were one of the in-

gredients of the celebrated Apician
dish, "Patina aplciana," which also Included betvaticos, mushrooms, sow's
udder, lisb and chickens, rivaling the
heterogeneous contents of a gypsy's
"pot au feu."

Horace relates that the sons of Aetitis, to stimulate their appetite for
dinner, lunched on "nightingales of
monstrous price," and Varro tells us
of the aviary of Lucullus, which was
also a "salle a manger," so that the

epicure gratified his ears and his palate
simultaneously, feasting upon the deli-

cate warblers whose congeners, unconeclous of their coming doom, were discoursing meanwhile the most exquisite
music.
Pen Down and Feather*.

Adulteration laws were quite as necessary In the good old days as In the
sophisticated twentieth century. Evon
the adulteration of feather beds and
bolsters had to be provided against.
Oct. 14, 141)5, Is the date of a statute

the sale In English fairs
markets of these articles or of pillows, "except they be stuffed with one
It expressly demauner of feathers."
nounced the use of such "unlawful and
corrupt stuffs" as "scalded feathers, or
fen down." The laet substance is the
same as cotton grass and was evidently In great demand as a substitute in

prohibiting

or

In the eighteenth century again there were complaints
against people who bought fen down
at a halfpenny a pound and sold it
among feathers at sixpence.
bed stuffing.

Mttar than

nothing.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Hats At Cost.
WE HAVE Λ FEW MORE TO SELL.

It is

opportunity to

an

se-

bargain.

cure a

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
"I hope you will forbear," said Mr.
Polar, rising upon Ills liiihl legs and
opening liis mouth pleadingly. "I find
It inconvenient to carry much lead
about my person—so heavy, don't you
Hut. say. why did you think
know.

\our

boy

this week.

must go

they

are

specialty

"Oh. put in one shot at a time," said
Mr. Bear.
"Never thought of It," said the hunter. and emptied all the contents of his
gun barrels In the snow.
Mr. Polar saw his chance and was
off. "Goodby," he yelled. "You need

not warm or

$ 2.50

for

out

$6 and $6.50. Leather and corduroy coats, reversible, $5 and $6. Canvas and corduroy reversible
coats, $3.50. Red and gray pontiacs in the shirt
and frock styles. Russian vests will keep the cold
We have

out.

$2 and

$1.50,

just

in.

Three

qualities,

$2.50.

FOSTER,
MAINE

BELLS ! ! !
BELLS ! !
BELLS !
I have a line of bells that will please you.
I buy my bells direct from the factory and
my

are right.
prices
from
bells
Shaft

Λ bargain in a
50 cents to $2 50 1 set
nice set for 75 cents. I have the latest tlvng in a string
of bells to go 011 the horse's back for $1.00. Team bells
from 15 to 65 cents.

JAMES N.

Ol Main St.,

!

ιο

ets.

FAVOR, ph&°s7$rIucker

Norway, Maine.

-

a

$1.00

copy

a

j

year

IVFCLURE'S

MAGAZINE
is "the cleanest, most

the

family,"

It is without

says

one

stimulating,

meatiest

general magazine

for

of the million who read it every month.

question

"The Best at any Price"

Great features

are

promised

for next

year—six

or

more

wholesome
beauti-

every number, continued stories,
articles by such famous writers as Ida M.
Tarbell, Lincoln Steflen·, Ray Stannard Baker, John La Farge,
Get all of it right
William Allen White, and Charles Wagner.

interesting short storiee in
ful picturts in colore, and

into your home

Worry.
Patient—I'm not afraid to die, doctor, but I do dread being burled alive.
Doctor (cheerfully)—Don't let that worry you. I'll see that you are not.

by taking advantage

of this

Special Offer

Send $1.00 before January 31, 1905, for a subscription for the year 1905
and we will send you free the November and December numbers of 1904—
Address, McCLURE'S,
fourteen months for $1.00 or the price of twelve.

48-59

East

v.

23d Street,

New York

City.

Write for

agents' terms.

BUY YOUR

FUR ROBES,

ν

HORSE BLANK-

TRUNKS,
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

ETS, HARNESS,

murmured the

poper bag.

—

lot

NORWAY,

No Can·· Tor

Happy.
Ethel—How happy Gladys looks tonight! Edythe—Yes, she expects to
have a chance to accept Fred or turn
down Charley, and she doesn't care
Cincinnati Commercial Trlbwhich.

a new

B.

H.

see

sweet thing!"

reefers with wide

$3 50 to $6. Canvas coats with
lambskin lining, wide corduroy collars, $3 and $4.
Canvas coats with lamb lining and wide fur collar,
$5. Corduroy coats, lamb lined, wide fur collar,

Share.
thut you give
Bthel the lion's share of that orange,
iohnny—Yes, me. Ethel (a little latin—Mamma, he hasn't given me any.
iohnny—Well, that's all right. Lions
lon't eat oranges.

"You

Heavy

door work.

ulster collars,

The Lion'·

the sufar.

NORWAY,

Cold Weather Coats

"Seen

Confldeatlal.
"Do you love me?" said the paper
bag to the sugar.
"I'm Just wrapped up In you," replied

a

and 50c.

25c

SOUTH PARIS.

hung back.

BmIIt PIm««4 The·.
Nell—So their engagement Is off?
Belle—Yes. She says he was too hard
He
Nell —That's funny.
to please.
must have changed since be proposed
to her.—Exchange.

$ 6.00
$12.00

Doubtful.
An old lndy took her little grandson
to a museum, and when they came to
α
lion with gaping mouth the boy

Mamma—Johnny,

to

to

could not face.
Yet in η few years he found himself In comnuhul of the largest steam
navy the world had ever seen.

StepiiliiK.
met her ut a hop,
promptly proposed, and now they're
to be married."
"Strange that she should take that
step at a hop."
"She took It at a Jump."—Philadelphia Tress.

$1.50

to

ed alive."
The last words he brought out with
tremendous emphasis. Steam power in
men-of-war, with boilers which at anj
moment might be shattered by an ene
my's shot—this was a prospect he

he

We make

us;

$200

the house of commons:
"Mr. Speaker, when we enter hei
majesty's naval service and face the
chances of war we go prepared to be
hacked in pJeres by cutlasses, to 1*
riddled with bullets or to be blown to
bits by shot and shell; but, Mr. Speaker, we do not go prepared to be boll

Side

to

$ .50

Introduction of steam power into the
royal navy and one day exclaimed in

Wo

come

REEFERS and OVERCOATS

FiKUtlnu th«* Inrvltiililr.
all great scientific discoveries have been combated anil misunderEven
stood even by the intelligent.
Sir Charles Napier fiercely oppos >d the

seems

good looking enough

of all these things.

SWEATERS and WESCUTS,

Nearly

"It

Under-

F. H. NOYES CO.,

tution.

The Wlnhhotie.

warm

UNDERWEAR,

breakfast food."—Atlanta Consti-

When you pull a wishbone with a
friend and make a wish, which end
wins, the big end or the little end? In
some houses the small e:u! wins, and
In other houses the big end wins. It's
like η cold. Sone say starve it, an!
others say stuff it.—Atchison Globe.

His Over-

SUITS,

ly-

Λ Tou it h gpccliiiFii.
Edwin's new horseV" asked
one villager of another.
"I have." was the reply.
"Well, what does It look lik··?" asked
the questioner.
"Well, It looks," said the other in:in
■lowly, "'as If Edwin had taken it ft»»
in old debt"

must be to

wear?
If

make your shot scatter."
"IIow?" asked the hunter Interested-

"What was It caused the downfall of
the Trojans?" asked the mnn who has
forgotten his classics.
"It was the same old story." said the
man who was reading the spjrtinp
page. "They wouldn't let the 1» >rse.;
alone."—Washington Star.

good

Has he

Reefer?

coat or

He

clothed?

properly

His Sweater?

How is his Suit?

of the breakfast food."
"Well." said Mr. Bear, "1 guess If
that's the case you ought to have satisfaction. You look half starved, and I;'
It will do you good I'm ready to be a
Itut let me tell you how to
victim.

Heuftun.

Is he

do his best work.

me so

flume Old

Again

Back to School

breakfast food.'and every morning, as
boy. η box of this same stood before
my plate. 1 had to eat it or starve. It
had a big bear on the outside, and 1
made up my mind, as a boy. to kill any
bear that came my way—they remind
a

"Don't be afraid. Harold." the lady
said. "That Hon la stuffed."
"Yes." said Harold, "but maybe he
Isn't stuffed so gull that he couldn't
find room for a little boy like me."

STORES.

BLUE

of shooting in my direction?"
"Well, you see." said the hunter sadly. "1 was brought up on a certain

more

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

"I'M LOADING FOB BEAM."

Franklin and Κ Infra.

are some

Sum

$6.50.

Now

127-129JIAIN STREET,

Is generally a land·
scape, flowers, animals or Chinese
It is not visible In the
characters.
front of the mirror, but when strong
sunlight is reflected from the front of
the mirror to a wall or screen the pattern of the buck Is visible on the
screen in bright lines on a black
ground. Professor W. E. Ayrtou, F.
R. S., with Professor John Perry. F.
It. S., was the first to give the true
scientific explanation of this magical
It seems that the design on
effect.
the back niters the convexity of the

Washington.

Furs.

#9.00 erade,

$7.50.

Now

$i.7j

And many other bargains.

ble barreled gun.
As soon as tbe hunter saw Mr. Bear
be dropped his gun and began to load

polished pattern

screen.—London Globe.

Skirts.

Separate

"Made Mirror" of Japan.
The "magic mirror" of Japan Is a
disk of bronze, usually from six to
eight inches in diameter. It is slivered
on the front, which is a little convex,
and there Is α raised pattern on the
back, which is rather concave. The

front, making it flat—in fact, along
the lines of the pattern. Consequently
the light reflected from the front is
not dispersed nt these points of the
design, and they appear brighter on tbe

Waists.

Shirt

One duy old Polar Bear bad Just
Now 98c.
#2.50 grade, Now
$1.49 «rade,
$ .98 grade, Vow 69c.
finished α dinner of frozen fish and
boots
bavins
tbe
walrus bide boot*,
been left blm by an arctic explorer
#0.98 grade,
#3.98 grade, Now $3.98.
#2.98 grade, Now $1.98.
whom he bad eaten at a previous meal,
Now $6.98.
#9.00 grade,
Now $5.98.
#7.98
grade
$4.98.
on
and was taking a quiet promenade

The

In the writings of Thomas Jefferson
interesting anecdotes of Benvictim of Consumption or Pneumonia. jamin Franklin. lie says: "When Dr.
But when Coughs and Colds are proper- Franklin went to France on his Revoluly treated, the tragedy is averted. F. G. tionary mission his eminence as a phiHuntley, of Oaklandon, Ind., writes: losopher, his venerable appenrmice anil
"My wife had the consumption, and the cause on which he was sent renthree doctors gave her up. Finally she
dered him extremely popular. All ranks
took Dr. King's New Discovery for
and conditions of men entered warmly
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
cured her, and to-day she is well and Into the American Interest. lie was,
strong." It kills the germs of all dis- therefore, feasted and invited to all
One dose relieves. Guaranteed court parties. At these he sometimes
eases.
at 50c. and $1.00 by F. A. Shurtleff & met the old Duchess of Bourl>on.
ho,
Co., South Paris, West Paris. Trial bot- being a chess player of about his force
tles free.
very generally played with him. Ilap
her king into prize,
It would be well for those who leave peuin·,' once to put
unblanket«d horses in the street to un- the doctor took it. "Ah," said she, "we
derstand that any officer or member of do not take kings so." "We do In
the society for prevention of cruelty to America," said the doctor.
animals has a right to cause such animals
to bo protected by stabling or otherwise,
Rnm Batter liant.
at the owner's expense—if the owners
In certaiu districts in England a mixthe
severare fortunate enough to escape
ture of butter, sugar, spites and rum,
er penalty of fine and arrest.
called "rum butter," Is made when a
child is born. A special bowl of the
SICKENING SHIVERING FITS
of Ague and Malaria, can be relieved and delicacy Is hidden in some out of the
cured with Electric Bitters. This is a way place in the house. Then a numpure, tonic medicine; of especial benefit ber of young fellows of the neighborin malaria, for it exerts a true curative hood search for It.
Sometimes they
influence on the disease, driving it en- succeed In locating it and at other
tirely out of the system. It ie much to times they fail. After eating the rum
be preferred to Quinine, having none of butter a
collection is made among
this drug's bad after-effects. E. S. Munthose
and the money contribday, of Henrietta, Tex., writes: "My uted Ispresent, in the bowl
for the newplaced
brother was very low with malarial
fever and jaundice, till he took Electric born child and returned along with
Bitters, which saved his life. At F. A. the bowl to the house where It was
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, West Paris. procured.—London Spectator.
Price 50c., guaranteed.
Married to a Dead Tlarer.
A curious custom obtains among the
A "trusty" prisoner in Auburn jail,
who has been allowed to drive the jail Coorgs.
When oue of them kills a
team, was detected last week in furnish- tiger or a panther, he Is married to the
ing to the other prisoners liqnor in con- lend animal, regardless of its sex.
siderable quantity which he purchased
Propped upon a framework of wood
at the city agency.
>r bamboo, the animal Is carried in
procession, and the marriage ritual
«
SPOILED HER BEAUTY.
s etrietly observed, while lavish hosHarriet Howard, of 20Θ W. 84th St.,
is dispensed.—Calcutta Stateshad
her
time
New York, at one
beauty pitality
nan.
spoiled with skin trouble. She writes:
"I had Salt Rheum or Eczema for years,
SIlenMd.
hut nothing would cure It, until I used
Housekeeper—Those eggs you sold
Bucklen's Arnica 8alve." A quick and
sure healer for cut·, burns and sores, ι ne were stale, and I asked you for fresh
A. Shurtleff Λ I aid eggs.
Dealer—Those eggs are
at
F-.
25
cents
Co.'· Drug Stores, South Paris, West ι 'resli, madam, not salted, and they
Paris.
ire laid eggs, madam, not manufacured. Had yon desired eggs recently
GREATLY IN DEMAND.
I α ken from the nest you should have
Nothing Is more in demand than a ι isked for freshly laid eggs.
medicine which meet· modern requireCkMrtag Hew·.
ments for a blood and system cleanser,
Willie—Papa Is going to let you mar
such as Dr. King1· New Life Pill·. Thev
Featherstone—How do you
are just what ypu need to cure stomach ι 7 sister.
and liver troubled Tr» th«m. At V. Α. enow? Willie-He said after all it was

There is to be a drama and dance New
Year's eve at Memorial Hall. The prooeeds to go towards paying for the piano,
which has quite recently been put into
the hall.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Linsoott are nuite
liok. Also Sherman McDonald who ii
aonflned to his bed.
Dr. Fitch waa called to Bridgton Tuesday to attend the funeral of his unole.
Mr. Charlea Linsoott la quite sick.
Miss Ellen Harmon accidentally fell
iown a taira without injuring her, only a Shurtleff A Co.1
little shaken up.
Parle. 80 oento,

Clearance Sales.

Stery Fer
Folks

Uttlt

the past week.
less.
up with buckshot
Schools re-opened Tuesday after a Public Library Association, on WednesAnother Cayuga mystery Is Its IrCurious to see this strange personage,
the
short Christmas recess.
Baptist
day evening, Jan. 11, at
tides. There is no stuted time Mr. Bear drew near. "What are you
regular
is
The snow was welcome and men and church, at 7:30 o'clock. The topic
for their appearance, but when they doing there, if I may be so bold?" be
teams are busy.
timely and will be highly interesting as do come
they are very decided, the naked.
be
will
in
the
countries
condition
two
Prof, and Mrs. Chapman spent Christ- the
often
Instantly receding 50 to
water
de"Oh. I'm loading for bear," replied
and
and
customs
habits
outlined
mas with their daughter, who is spendscribed. AH proceeds above expenses 100 feet and as quickly returning with the hunter, putting in some more shot.
ing the winter in Bethel.
Wednesday evening Mrs. J. G. Gehring will go for the benefit of the library. a roar that can be heard for miles.—
invited the "Tennis Club" to a social Tickets will be sold in advance and also Exchange.
at her home followed Thursday evening at the door. Price only 15 cents. Come

Α. Π. Brainard of Gardner,
Mass., is at Dr. Crane's for the vacation.
Henry Bearce and Merle Sturtevant
are at home from Orono for Chrietmas
vacation.
Rev. Mr. Hill, who has been in Rockland for several weeks, came home last
week.
Mrs. H. K. Stearns and Miss Hazel
Donham went to Boston Monday.
Several of the students remained here
through vacation, and at the Thursday
evening prayer meeting last week Ave
countries were represented, Russia, Bulgaria, France, England and America.
Oilead.
Quite a mixed congregation for a small
Mr. J. Ε. Richardson and wife were in place like this.
Christmas was the coldest day of the
Gorham, Ν. H., Thursday.
Isaac Woodeum was in town this week season, being 3° below zero in the early
from Gorham, Ν. II., canvassing for gar- morning. The sun was bright and the
roads good making it an ideal Christmas
den seeds.
Mr. Ellery Wheeler was in town on day.
The suow of this week will Improve
business Thursday.
Mrs. Josiah Heath passed away Fri- the sleighing which was thin in places.
day morning after a long illness.
Mrs. J. E. Richardson with her chilDenmark.
dren went to Portland to spend ChristMrs. Carrie A. Belcher, of Orono, is
mas Saturday and returned Monday.
a short vacation with Mr. and
Mr. Ephraim Wight was calling on spending
Mrs. A. W. Belcher.
friends last week.
Though be is an
The following
officers
have been
octogenarian he can walk six or seven elected in Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 10,
miles a day and not seem as weary as
I. 0. O. F.:
many younger ones.
N. G—Mr*. Geonile Alexander.
Hartford.

their die block mill. Many wells
are also running
quite low and the
ground is frozen so deep that several
run

aqueduct pipes have

teraca'i KritirlM.
ou« of tbe wonder·
of the eastern states. It is situated in
west central New York and Is upward
of forty miles In length, with an avermiles. One
age breadth of but three
of its peculiarities Is this: Although
hundreds of persons have been drowned In Its waters since tbe settlement of
Lâk·

The union Ghriatmas tree and exercises
Saturday evening, Deo. 24, waa observed bj the Unlversalist and Congre- at the Baptist church on Chrlatmaa eve
gational societies by a supper and were much enjoyed by the children, a
The preparations at large number of whom were present.
Christmas tree.

W. 0. & G. W.
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Hoy H.
few days

Porter has been at home for t
from the University of Maine

1

The January thaw came promptly
Sundav was the warmest day we havt
hail for something like two months.

the Kenuebec a
before the storm
It is estimated that the loss on accoun
of the storm will amout to $5000.

evening except

Kosie Nadeau, aged

The Ladies' Aid Society of the Meth
odish church are requested to meet at
the vestry Wednesday afternoon for a
social and work.

seven

Church^ ^*^

j
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Sewall was reared in Guildhall,
! Vt., and her maiden name was Fairchild.
Some thirty-eight years ago she came to
1
Sumner and married, and thus entered
into the Sewall family and resided the
> rest of her
busy life in the old Parson
Mrs.

■

Over

30,000 testimonials. At all druggUte, 28c.

Sample

mailed FREE.

•ted. Le Boy, Κ. Y.

Addreaa Allen S. Olm-

Ask for Allan's Foot-Ease, A Powder
It rests the feet.
To shake Into your shoe·.
Makes walking easy. Cure· Corns, Bunions, Infeet. At
and
growing Kails, Swollen
all druggists and shoe stores. 25c. Don't accept
Allen
Address
FREE.
substitute.
Sample
any
8. Olmsted, Lo Boy, Ν. T.

Sweating

.tu Si"»l« «MLiW&S»

years, wai

fatally burned Friday at her home ii
Augusta, while playing with matches
death ensuing early in the evening.
Charles Rhodes, aged 38, perished in i
camp in Camden that burned during
Monday nigh*. Edward Richards anc
with sligh
William Colburn escaped
injuries. Rhodes was unmarried.

Mr*. R. N*. Hall. Mrs. CoraS. Briggs
and Miss Carrie Hall were in Portland
over Su Delay to atteiul the funeral of an
uncle, James B. Thompson.

Coti)frcg*tion»l

Sewall homestead.
The greater part of her life was spent
>
in kindly caring for others. Besides
ΜΛΟΙΙ?· SÏÏÏÏl Evening Meeting.7M £Μ· ! rearing
and caring for her three children
Born.
Sundaj she gave the best part of her life in carfour or five of the aged and infor
ing
firm members of the Sewall household.
In Welch ville, Dec. 23, to the wife of Seott
a son.
! After the death of her husband, nearly Patterson,
In Denmark, Dec. 25, to the wife of George J.
M., Wednesday evening, Λ>·
eight years ago, sbe kindly and faith- Pa'mer, a daughter.
fully continued to minister to the sick In West Pans, Dec. 28, to the wife of Maurice
STATID ΜΚΒΤΙΚΟβ.
for other needy families until her health P. Bean, a son
κ A A M
In
Dec. 19, to the wife of John Lowell,
Regular meeting of Oxford Lodfe
failed. The words of her Divine Master a son.Canton,
bef"re full iroon. totoroB ?
who, on one occasion said "Sbe hath
on 01
No. 29. assembles
what she could,'1 were applicable
WedMjW Evening,
«j- r b^ 8 M done
Married.
to her faithful, unselfish life. She was a
worthy and respected member of the

harvesting on
special Gardiner began just
of tm

every

CUUKCHÏ8.
«Won·!

W «ffiSSUffW? V'" """·

Ice

This being the week of prayer,
services will be held at the vestry

Baptist church,
Sat unlay.

John Goodwin of Lebanon has beei
bound over on the charge of assaul
with intent to kill on Charles W. Fai 1
about three weeks since.
The firm of Foster, Esterbrook Λ Co.
manufacturers of men's clothing, ar<
about to remove their business fron
Belfast to Amesbury, Mass.

returning Monday morning.

i

rv'iiU
'1 w!

!. M

■

««.cth i'akih ihkht UKH. K.
7 » Α.*.«ο7» r. M.
CMCRCHK!*.

r»ts<

Roy Cole has gone to Auburn to tak«
special course in Edward Little Higl

School.

llour*

-s
;

a

--"«Τμ"\Vi-V ^Sumlay only
*
^««Tay So.7li

4

Mise Ellen M. Greene of Saco, 70 year I
of age, who lived alone, was fatal); Γ
injured by a fall down her stairs 01
Christmas 4Ve.

The Good Cheer will meet for worl
Thursday afternoon this week at 2 p. m

ThU will Imtoreat Mother·.
Mrs. Mary J. Sewall.
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder· for Children.
Died in Sumner, Dee. 23d, at her resiCare Feverishnees, Bad Stomach, 8ommer Bowel
dence on Samner Hill, Mrs. Mary J. Troublée, Teething Disorder·, move and regulate
Sewall. widow of the late Wm. R. Sewall. the Bowel· and Destroy Worm·. Tkeg neverfàil.

noeway.

Mai·· New· Notes.

lHsai?Sw

church in Sumner for
many years, and until death removed
1 her to the church on high.
Her three children survive and mourn
the loss
Friday of earl I with the community in general,
of a kind, faithful mother and useful
P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway
was 00
; member of society. Her age
1
years and 0 months.
I
The funeral services occurred at the
church on the Hill on Sunday, with Rev.
! L. W. Muttart officiating. The Congrefourth SatimUys °f each month
gational church has lost four members
Kvenlnj by death within the past year, viz., AdeA.
A. B. Hall. Mon line C. Doten, Maroella Heald, Emma
Heald and Mary J Sewall. The last
Lodge. No.177. meeto 1« three resided on Sumner Hill.
New G. A B. Hall, on the flrst and third Wed
neadav evenlnge of each mc·
^ P|irl, council
A Big Pile of Wreckage.
»ai1 every Tuee,,aj
Something of the magnitude of the St.
Iiouis world's fair may be imagined from
Κ-Elm Tree Colony. No. 1»·
gerund' and fourth Wednesday evenings of eacl a list given out by the wrecking company which bought the whole outfit at
,. r _ΐίοη*»ν Commandery. No·
second
Thursday evenings oi the close of the fair. A few of the items

te'££&mAÏa thfô

Congregational

January Bargains

This is
the Season of

Chaps.
Guard

by using

From

them

against

10

Rose and
Delicate and Fragrant,

it soothes, softens and
beautifies the skin, and
protects it from the

25

pair

$5.00.

to

Special sale of Glassware in
our Crockery Department.

Almonds.

action of cold.

Prices from

to 25 per cent, discount.

60 cents per

Cream of

In Norway, Dec. 28, by Rev. .1. H. Little, Mr.
Harry Walter Starblnl of South Paris and Miss
Grace May .Ionian of Norway.
In Ruin'ford Falls, Dec.24, by Rev. A. G. Warner, Mr. Wallace Demmons and Miss Florence
R. Lord, both of R'mford Falls.
In Newark. Ohio, Dec. 14, by Rev. L. S. Rovce,
Mr. Carroll T. Strout of Canton and Miss Rhea
Lula Garlrr of Newark.
In Portland, Dec 21, by Rev. A. H. Wright,
Mr. Chester James Lawrence of North Yarmouth
and Miss Rertle Mae Rankin of Hiram.
In Dlxfleld Centre, Dec. 21. by Κ. E. Holinan,
Mr Floyd Λ. Newton and Mis· Bertha Walte,
both of Dlxfleld.

SPECIAL GOOD VALUES IN

^

N.

cts.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

Square,
Mark.et
as
the bottle, at
The senior class, Paris High School,
Probably no Christmas sermon wat
will s»ive a s»K'iable in Sew Hall, South
thai
ΜΑΤΒΓΒ.
STATICL> MkKTlSUS.
an
older
clergyman
preached by
PARIS.
SOUTH
Pharmacist.
R**ulni Paris, Thursday evening, Jan. 5th, at Kev. E. G. l'âge of Oakland who cele
. \
M —Pari» Lcltte, No. »4.
T,i..iJiar evening on or before full inooa 7:4."» sharp. Admission 15 cents.
brated hie Wth birthday by speaking
·'·:·
-, κ iMou.,ι MU» t-o-lge, regular meet
Next to Post Office, South Parle.
Miss Grace Stuart,
who has been from the pulpit he occupied so ably
•V' iv cvenln* of eail> week·—Auron
thlnl
evening.
ago.
anU
Mou.lay
years
arst
the
season
with
her
n.
spending
holiday
returned
the
to
parents,
kindergarten
Alfonso Thornton of Brunswick, s
V,"
κ -Mount riewtnt Kebekah Lodge. Sa
"
school in Boston Monday morning.
brakenian on the Maine Central, fell be*
ami. fourth VrlUay. o? each
Died.
tween
the cars on the night of Dec. 24th,
The officers of Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O.
Poet, No. US. raeeu
\
which terminated
for
third Saturday evenings of each O. F., will be installed at 8 o'clock, and received injuries
rtr-V
For the next two weeks we shall offer some good bargains
In South Paris, Dec 31, Isaac D. Cummlngs,
Jan. 5. Supper will fatally the next morning. lie was 2(
evening,
Thursday
OITICIAX.
(ï6
GRADUATE
«r«
will
meet*
cents
years.
age·!
buy.
V
'ΐΗπι baU ^Belief Conje
A few tilings
cent window.
Look at our
cents.
In be served after the installation to those years of age.
In Ullead, Dec. 23. Mr·. Joslah Heath.
th'r.1 Saturday evening» ■»« each month.
a,
In ( anton, Dec. 2β, Albion B. Urailbury, aged
tickets.
holding
Fred W. Green, a steam fitter in thi
9>Sc.
«Vt.
years.
Work
to
82
1
All
1.
Lady's Coat,
Gmnge.from May
W. W. Carman Company
In Auburn, Doc 27. Mrs. Georgia A. Kelley,
ΛΠ.Ι thiol Saturday, |lurtn« H98c.
During this week of prayer there will employ of the
Child's Coat,
a native of South Paris, aged 63 years, 1 month,
South Paris, Maine.
at Portland, was fatally crushed in the
r,
1er of (be y ear, meet* every Satun&y. In be a
each
Satmeetiug
eveuing except
5 days.
on the
Coat
In North Woodstock, Dec. 28, Charles R.
It is elevator at the company's shop
and fourth Mon,lay· of urday at the Methodist church.
He was 34 years ol
Bessey.
to have a union service next 24th of December.
In South Pari', Dec. 23. Delia, Infant daughter
'.V ρ —Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1M, expected
Night Robes, cotton and outing,
age and unmarried.
each month
eveuing.
Sunday
are given:
of Osborne E. Itlpley, aged I month, inlays.
l ami fourth Wednesday evening
Γ.„.1βι No. 2, meet* lu Byer only
I shall begin cutting ice for the
In South Paris, Dec. 24, Lorenzo Dean, aged
Petticoats, Furs, Waists,
this
at
arrived
a
new
who
to
start
we
were
Fifteen
"If
city,
recently
people
Mr. and Mrs. George Burn ham, Mr.
84 years.
Γ-Hamltn Lodge. So. 31. meet, every Ernest
98c.
farmers Tuesday morning, Dec. 27.
from Scotland, bound for
is what the St. Louis fair could contribShawls, Lace Collars,
Miss
Millett and
Γη Norway, Dec. 26, Walter W. Emery, aged
Marguerite New York
*
Sandford's Shiloh, were ordered deport- September.
ute to the enterprise: 100,000,000 feet of 4β years.
Price for ice loaded on the sled, 14
America.-.*>uth Parte Clifford joined the Methodist
M^irrn'w
Episcopal
son
of
Infant
Sweaters,
Wrappers,
William,
Bonnets,
Dec.
23,
In
Norway,
was found on the
meet» »econd and fourth Tueethe finest building lumber, 200,000 square
.ν
inches thick or under, 20 cents per
church on Sunday. The Lord's supper ed, as only $46.00
The most attractive feature of NorI essard, aged 7 months, 2 days.
wolng* In Golden Croee Hall.
doors of every Joseph
had no plans for supton.
In Fast Fryeburg, Dec. 21, Mrs. Sarah McKay, ton
Dressing Sacks, Bed
1*81. was observed to which a good number fifteen, and they
condition on Main Street feet of sash lumber, 10,000
V
vkwum.-l'arrU Council. No.
way's
present
; over 14 inches, 30 cents per
feet
of
kind, 1,500,000 square
port beyond joining the Shiloh colony.
aged 86 years, 3 months.Dec.
came.
n.erti tlr»t and thW Μ on. lay evening» at 3u.
Come in and see. No trouble
U the method of heating business places imaginable
E.
BENNETT,
John
C.
Shaw,
aged
24,
are a very few of our
In
Center,
Theee
iron
or
of
feet
Fryeburg
3,000,000
At a meeting of the Governor and
Carmen's Italian Boys at Concert Rall glass skylights,
87 years.
Paris.
South
enis
The
balteaching
500
and
500
staircases
Epworth League especially
Miss Lisbeth Murphy
if you don't
In Porter, Dec. 18, Motes M. Llbby, aged 67
:o show
for a Saturday evening ^ one of the enter felt roofing,
joyed the last meeting with Mr S. C. Council a bearing on the petition
feet of burlap years.
lk'oI in the Forbes District.
of the Hign ustrades, 4,000,000 square
when they had a study of pardon of Mrs. Mary E. Barrows of tainments in the course
In Andover, Dcj. 24, J. W. Eaton.
Ordwav,
5000
bath
300
wall
for
tubs,
coverings,
I" Bethel, Dec. 27, Mrs. Martha It., widow of
The Senega Club meets this Monday <outh America and the rubber industry, Kittery, who is serving a life sentence at S
Goods for Sale.
and 3500 tons of other
tons of iron
T. II.Chapman, aged 74 years, 11 mouths, lit dayi·.
murder of her
evening with Mise Sue Hounds.
deputy sheriffs most gracefully piping. As pipe
after which there was a social and re- the state prison for the
much electrical apparatus
136 Main
Stoves, Dishlife
for
was
from
active
evening.
Furniture,
Bedding,
retired
Saturday
18-4
Wednesday,
husband,
assigned
was used by all the previous expoMr* J D. Huvties is visited by lier freshments.
at private
that several of the old as
of
18.
understood
It
is
be
to
es.
January
for
disposed
Petition
&c.,
Discharge,
sitions combined,
including $050,000
Bankrupt's
n.'ther, Mrs. Newell, of Sumner.
By request the pastor of the Universdeûuties will file bonds as constables for
)
At No. 29 Pleasant Street,
sale.
worth of copper wire and 500,000 incan- In the matter of
Capt. William Grindleof Bucksport, ,
In Bankruptcy.
to wist the new Hepo J
R. E. L. BRIDGIIAM,
.1 A. Kenney Imputa gasoline engine alise church will have a sermon next
|
holds
is among the salvage.
who has been a Mason 53 years,
descent
Paris.
South
lights,
)
2
1-9:
But
obliwater
Cor.
new
the
on
the
bie
Bankrupt.
to
of
Sunday
text,
di»cb»rg.
in his mill as an auxiliary
the remarkable record of missing only
Also, a complete fire department, with Γο the Hon Clarkncr Hale, ^udge of the DisMRS. A. M. HAMMOND.
we had the sentence of death in ourto the public.
p».wer.
of his lodge in all eations
0 engines and 100,000 feet of rubber
trict Court of the United States for the District
ΛΛΙΤ.ββ
»n
the
to
tne
selves that we should not trust in our- half a dozen meetings
comes
of
enow
The abundance
Dec.
26, 1904.
:
has
and
15
of
Maine
held
the
fence
he
has
of
iron
that time. For 20 years
3 miles of
Norway
Augustus McAllister
picket
selves, but in God which raisetb the
benefit of all teamsters and people hose;
BRI "Gil AM, of Lewl«ton, In the
on
miles of woven wire fence, 5000 metal
m veil into the Eunice Fobes house
position of tyler of Felicity Lodge, No. great
dead."
County of Androscozitln, formerly of
smokestacks 11 feet I'aris, In the Countv of Oxford, and State of
PROBATE NOTICES.
-'η
M .tin Street.
11», of Bucksport.
North Andover, ash cans, 20 giant
in diameter, 10 hand cars and 150 dump Maine, In said District, respectfully represents,
Γο all persona Interested In either of the Estates
Subject at the Universalist Young
Mr8
was
of
water
of
his
he
old
child
a
lot
months
last
saved
the
20
is
sister,
of
snow
Nov.,
Arthur,
visiting
Probablv the
thnt on the Sth day
Mass.,
past,
hereinafter named :
can·, all kinds of road-making and roadPeople s meeting next Sunday evening:
lulv adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Con·
·, in <t.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kirkpatrick of Thom- Kimball, for two weeks during
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
Tbev couldn't have stood it a •«Some
homely Christian virtues-Hon- aston,
rolling machinery, 2000 United States <ress relating to bankruptcy; that he hasduly for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
several
swallowed
vacation.
pills
while longer.
morphine
of
and
rights
propest v. in the home, in school, in sports,
2500 opera chairs, 400 surrendered all his property
cots.
In the year of our Lord one thousand
Dec.,
army
folding
Hills entertained
and has fully compiled with all the require
Thursday noon and died the next day.
nine hundred and four. The following matter
chairs, 1000 arm-chairs, 20,000 erty,
I,ay id Rounds of Danville has been in "society, iu business, in the state, in Mr.
mcntH of said Acts and of the orders of Court 1
Wbis. Clob.t «M. revolving
is ill and the pills were
been presented for the action thereupon
Kirkpatrick
having
A.
Miss
Winifred
lankitchen chairs, 2000 iron beds, 1250
touching Ids bankruptcy.
spending a week here, the guest ot Mrs. religion." Leader.
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Okdkrkd:
for him, the little one finding home on Cottage Street Wodnesda)
be
decreed
Inprescribed
he
that
he
ladmay
Wherefore
and
Willis.
300
That notice thereof be given to all person*
step
prays,
terns, 250 jackscrews
I.. A. Hounds and J. D. llayoes.
^
the box while at play.
the Court to have a full dtsrharge from all terested, by causing ft copy of thle onler to be
ders." The Ferris wheel is included in by
said
under
estate
OxIlls
In
the
the
new
of
Boston
Wallace
Hev
I
debts
Robert
agulnst
weeks
successively
Chesbro,
Mrs.
pasprovable
Gurney
iMihllshcd three
The long-desired snow came Tuesday,
Fred A. Tarbox, who was city marshai
! the deal, and this they would be glad bankruptcy Acts, except such debts aa are 1 ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
at a
with a fall of some six inches, softeuwig tor of the Baptist church began Ins in Biddeford in the days when that city visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Down ! to
as it stands, to any excepted by law from such discharge.
Parti, In said County, that they may apt>ear
just
away,
give
his
and
He
D.
on
the
A.
1304.
labors
of
end
family
December.
the
"
of
1
Sunday.
Dated this 24th div
neirlv to raiu toward
Probate Court to t>e held at Pari·, on the
was so famous for strenuous municipal
I one who would take it.
at 9
E. L. BRIDGIIAM,
on
ROBERT
D.
home
A.
1D05,
now
his
and
are
at
on
died
of
arrived
first-class.
getting
January,
now
third
Saturday
Tuesday
The >lei«hing is
v;,.nu.
as chief of
Bankrupt. of the clock
In th" forenoon, and be heard there
established in the parsonage. Mr. Ches- politics, has just resigned
Main Street Monday evening, Dec. .6,
The Texarkana (Tex.) Courier pubon If they see cause.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Kecular meeting of Mizpab Assembly bro's family consists of a wite and an police in Newton, Mass. It is said that t t-<in o'clock after a sickness of only a
this problem in arithmetic for the District ok Maine, ββ.
A good
his resignation averts a threatened invesnext Thursday evening, Jan. ô.
JOSEPH A. ARNOLD, late of Peru,deceased:
infant son.
Death resulted from the 1
days
State of Texas: "This will
On thin 3Ut «lay of Det·., A. D. 1904, on read- will and petition for probate thereof presented
tigation of the police department of the breaking of a blood vessel in the brain. glory of the
attendance is desired as business of imIt
Is—
therein
the foregoing petition.
by Wlllard 3. Arnold, the executor
It was a very pleasant event in the city.
help you to figure out just how large ingordered
t im e will come before the meeting.
liy the Court, that a hearing beA.had
named.
If you have a star
Texas really is.
when the
1).
of Jan.,
20th
on
the
flame
«lay
the
Tbe members of the decree team are Methodist Sunday School
upon
1
Trustees of Bowdoin College are will- yeare ago ie
mathematician in your family tell him 15*15, before said Court at Portland, In eal<l Dis·
NINA H. KNIGHT, late of Paris, deceased;
superintendent, Dr. C. L. Buc
found employment at
especially requested to be present.
in furnishing
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ami tliut will and petition for probate thereof presented
handsome chair. ing to assist financially
with a
I the number of square miles there are in trtct,
named.
presented
Dem
Oxford
The
In
be
thereof
notice
hotel
serious
with
a
new
published
by Hudson Knight, the executor therelu
Brunswick
provided
Charles Pomeroy suffered a
the big state, then tell him the populaanil
George Farnum addressed some appre- the house is located where they desire, I and the corn
I
ocrât, a newspaper printed In «aid Dletrlrt,
>V®D°
of H.
l^is Manufacturing ciative words in
shop
in the
HANNAH Μ. β LINES, late of Canton, de
then ask him if all the that alt known creditors.
kll I.lent
of
the
tion
and other persons In
the
and
globe;
presenting
ices
wl'l and petition for probate thereof
site being the
Lyons A
(. \ factory Wednesday,
getting his Dr. Buck appropriately replied.
: people
in the world were placed in Interest, may api>ear at the said time ami placc ceased;
lue the preferred
E. Coolldge, the executor
show cause, If anv they have, why the presented by Henry
Rev
eft hand into a jointer. It was neces- school is
property on Park row. The matter is
Texas and its soil divided out among and
well.
therein named.
be
not
should
granted,
of
said
prospering
petitioner
the
being considered by the several parties day morning. Interment in Pine Grove them per capita, how largo would the prayer
that
,arv t.. ampuute the last three hngers
the
Court,
ζ nd It Is further Ordered by
1
SIDNEY T. BROWN, late of Denmark, de·
the at interest.
1
\s the frequent freezing of
f the hand near the second joint.
man's farm be who had a wife and two Cleric shall send by mall to ail known creditors ••eased; flrft account «resented for allowance by
and recital will take
of said petition and this order, addressed ;
in Market Square was due to a
copies
hydrant
song
Brown,administratrix.
he
When
AugustaC.
children?
through
figurgets
It was recently discovered that a car
them at their places of resldeuce as stated.
Lorenzo Dean, an old resident of the I leak? valve, it was taken up last week
"»"<■'· Frld*ie"°· ; ing, then whisper in his ear: 'More than to Witness
the Hon. Clarence II· le. Judge
had been shipped from
CHARLES H. WALKER, late of Lovcll. detown, died on the 24th of December, and replaced with another. The work load of game
"
of the raid Court, and the seal thereof, at fort-1 ceased; flrst ami private accounts presented for
ing, Jan. 20th.
half an acre.'
Λ',;1 84 years, at the home of Charles occupied several days, the ground being Calais to Boeton, and on the application I
land, in eald District, on the 31st day of Dec., A. allowance by Augustus H. Walker, adminisCummings
Saturday night the
in
D. 1904.
trator.
down
for
i,~»well, where lie ha» lived the past few frozen down nearly to the water mam of Chairman Carleton it was seized 12
the
Session.
For
& Sons
;
JAMES E. UEWEY, Clerk.
contained
car
The
the
follow[I..I.J
the new
years. The fuueral was held
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of
bereavement.
«ub»erib.B. during
$147,398.68
is an increase
say what each will do. Let every 01
M come upon the real savings funds in
the boys at the factory for their thougt
ι
session, for one dollar.
forInfants indChJdren.
shoats for sal<
A
A number of
Bears the
that is interested make a special effo
The tot
institutions.
fulness of as in this oar time of nee
to have both sides of all que
stale
FerlitatsindChidnn.
banking
to be present.
You will be more tlu
earuc
B. F. CUMMIXGS,
Mav God be with them all la oar
tàm* promptly presented, send cash
amount of profits thus distributed giv
P*»d for that special effort when yt
to the Lewiaton Joum u an average of $4.51 to each inhabitant
Iwish.
South Paris.
Dec.
hear the treasurer'· and solicitor
5,
1904.
1
Habdix.
Mb. ajtd Mbs. C. F.
the Stat·.
Company, Lswlaton.
*■«*· service,

■
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^

,.R: JîonS
Κ.'

,ΏΪΑ"

d»> e;eSln^_Lakeelde

so\i*c«"^ïK·

Warranted.

m^'ta

A 98 CENT SALE.

98c.
98c.
98c.

Baby's

ICE FOR FARMERS.

*lmc^y?f

M. LUPffT,
St., Norway.

L.
Felephone

Household

98c.
98c.

Slippers,
bargains.
buy.

goods

The1

98

98

98

««ft

and^ourth

Store.

Specialty

Ladies'

S. RICHARDS.

ίβΤοίρ

V."·?".'c!'-Second
\ Veeon
't

^Ha:«

BROOKS—The

°\rR.C°-ÏÏeeteluSewO.

lnK'lw.rKUKlmbali
à'n*

>V
'e..
5,

B^od

,°ieconî

fiètaôrder

tath.>oper

RE..L.

enfftewisU1cïSDof

ireat

and have decided to make
great reduction in price

eVMr1Dand

I

jlished

ÎL

Ι, ^
I

SS?«&5

! Wldh°eTd b/
CeTheT^er

a

to close them out.

ftobriheÎ

$9.00
Overcoats ST-S,» $6.75
Overcoats

f·

'îtÛufS

IpJc' JrtooU

good honest
values, correct in style, well made
and have good serviceable linings.

These Coats

^

heatingon

! rir«»

tÛr »I.W.

in

Overcoats

JfiSLSiS

WaitedWkÈmery

Overstock

We Have

■

Bankrupt's

the)
ex-1

IINCOLN

J.

are

all

F. PLUMMER,

j

Lumen, à

A Hot

j

Storage
—

—

■

s!K Varia.

Carriages.

I

Cole's Heaters.

11. C. Mis

selection.

comparativeadvantages^

noting

çurrent

and

qmntity

j

Ji"

see

stoo;hz j

A SLED

Will beat every
Sled

parties^

nicely

P™"""R1'

J. P. Richardson,

CASTORIA
Till Kind You Have Always Bought Sig®o£tnre

one

and save his shoes

K5*»S3b.

anything

THAT STEERS.

Buy the boy

*·;!£ fc !SU».

money'»

the

Flexible Flyer

j

500 Farms Sold

hTjI·!.»

Herald Oak Stoves,
Herald Cooking Ranges,

CALL AT

we're"*.»

Subject !

healthy
Eligible.

on

1905

Account Books, Receipt Blanks

the hill.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

eludes'

■

{ΐ™»·»·[ Maine.

THE

'WORLD'S WORK

S,T»ai
îîvely

"Why*

The magaxine
of the progress

lady£ £o ^

and

J^ich

beVpec^to^^

ÎÎï!£tSï SS grSe?

riklative

good

vSf^lsh

reporte.

]&ney

/

g'>od

PRICE

$3.50

IN OPERA HOUSE

please

J, ^«

articles·

AND

$4.00

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

Lost.
Bridge,

etorekeepej

Agency

hich tells
of -the buorld

through buonderful pictures

OVER !

WALK

CASTOR IA
Hi KM YwHan AJwift Bought

CASTORIA

BLOCK,

ΤΙ·KiidYmDavtAlwaysBMiskt

Λ

NORWAY, MAINE.

IMPPYJjOMEN.

λ LOW PRICE
ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to

close

—

χ

; utterns ami clean

out ο M

Wouldn't any woman be happy.
After year» of backache suffering;
Days of misery, nights of unreat.
The distress of urinary trouble·,
To find relief and cure?
No reason why any reader
Should suffer in the face of evidence
Bke this:
Mrs. Almira A. Jackson, of East Front
Bfc, Traverse City, Mich., says: "For
twenty years I

up stock-

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
and
sketch
description ma*

An voue shilling a
enlcklf aecertain «ίιγ opinion free whether an
Intention is probably patentable. » "lumunlca.
turns strict I* <"«>i:Uden,lal. Handbook on latent·
■ent fr.O. Olrteet aeeucr fur aerunair patenta.
l'aient* take'i through Muua A Co. recetvc
iftcial βotw, without cbarce. lu the

Scientific flmcrkan.

Ik handsomely Uloetmted weekly.

culatlon of an» seientWc Journal.
»ear: fou* months. »L 8oU bjall

I *reeat OrTernit. »3 a
newsdealer·.

& Co.3e,*-d-' New YQrk
MUNfe
BWflû OOceTÔe r eu Washing U.C.
,η.

were anfigures. The kiduey secretions
was tortured
I
aud
irregular,
noyingly
used
with thirst and always bloated. I

Pills. Ihe
seven boxes of I Hum's Kidney
100
bloating subsided until I weighed
child and
pounds less, could sleep like a
the irreguwas relieved of the pain and
of the kidney action. Mv circula-

larity
tion is good and I feel better in every

way.**

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney

will
medicine which cured Mrs. Jackson
of
be mailed on application to any part
Address Foster-Milthe United States.
For sale by all
burn Co., Buffalo. Ν. Y.
bos.
druggists; price, 50 cents per

Catarrh of the
Stomach.

For many years it haa been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused Indigestion

the
dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly Reopposite. Indigestion causes catarrh.
the
peated attacks of Indigestion Inflames and
mucous membranes lining the stomach
thus causexposes the nerves of the stomach,
Instead of
ing the glands to secrete mucin
This is
the Juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure

relieves all Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the stomach, protects th·
nerves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, indigestion,
and all stomach troubles.

dyspepsia

Kodol Digests What

You Eat

Make the Stomach Sweet.

tlmee
Bottles only. Rejular size. $1.00. holdlnf 2V*
the trial sit·, which sells (or 80 cent»,

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

J. WALDO

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Cataloguas

sent on

M.
prepared by C.O. DeWITT * OO., Chicago,
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone

application.

Connection.

NORWAY.

ture.—New York Herald.
So. 39T.—Numeric·] Enlfmn,

I am composed of fourteen letters.
12, 1) Is an instrument for writMy

ing.
My 14. 8, 13. 10 is a slight coloring.
My 11, 7, 5 is a cloth for cleaning
floors.

My 8. 4, 1 is sorrowful.
My 2 Is a personal pronoun.
My whole is a defeat of expectation.
So. 398—Charade.
I told you the things occurred
One two one two can be.
1 saw the educated bird
Onk two one you see.
He did each trick at the command
With almost human skill,
Manipulating as a hand
His ready claw or bill.

So. 890.—Triple Beheading·.
1. Triply behead to reiterate and bave
to corrode. 2. Triply behead a city in
New Hampshire and have to pile up
3. Triply behead
for measurement.
food for horses or cattle and have num4. Triply behead to
ber of years.
scorch by the sun and have to be on
tire. 5. Triply behead a city In India
and have an inlet of the sea. 6. Triply
behead to dismay and have whole. 7.

Triply behead bjrder and have a machine. 8. Triply behead an aromatic
plant and its seed and have at a distance.

400.

Ko.

—

my

—.

>o. 401.—Anavram Vcrtc.
[Three well known authors.]
At the words of this seer all men rose
up higher;
This wrote of life, love, stsm and leaf.

bud and brier.
O'er some poets wa loll, but
this.
ever

more

never

o'er

arch

lid

legs.

1. A crested bird of bright plumage
which is often kept in captivity and
has a loud and piercing cry.
2. A black bird which builds in high
trees and lives in a sort of colony.
3. A very large sea bird with wings
of wide extent. It playe an Important

part in

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

LowestPricesinOxfordGouniv.
NORWAY, MAINE.

Before You Purchase Any Other Write
THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
ORANGE, MASS.

Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard"
Sur Ηβη»·'* is made
less of quahty. but the
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!
of the trade. The "Sew Home" stands at th«
head of all High-grade family sewing machines
Mold by authorised dealer· only·

WANTED !
All kinds of soft wood lumber and

Wanted.

a limited amount of
54 inch Pine
We will pay cash for Hemlock
Bolts.
Also
four
foot
White Birch
Bark delivered at anv R. R. station
and
hard
wood
our
bolts.
of
miles
of
ico
radius
a
within
Communciate
Same to be delivered at J. A Kenfactory at Canton.
with L. W. Smith Co., Canton, Me.
ney's mill.

The Mason Manufacturing

Easy and Quickt

Co.,

South Paris, Maine.

Soap-Making
with

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanse* and bnutiTic· the hair.
PruututM a luxuriaut fiuvth.
Ucv«r Pail» to Beetoro Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Cutm tnlp dtenri k htlr falling,
JUc.MMHI.Wat PmgrjM

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
in cold
dissolve a can of Bannsr Lye
the
water, melt 5*5 lbs. of grease, pour
Stir and pot
tlie
in
water
grease.
Lye
•aide to set
Every Pirtap

The caa
will, per-

pulverized.

wished

a

Ko. 402.—Ornithological Acrostic.
A large and stately bird with long

Peeled Palp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered ou car· at
any R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paria.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

oa

Compara-

tive*.

than his?

Full Direction*

and

Poilthri

I made 1113·
When he began his
horse
and saw she had lost
I saw her
her
1 could not eat
There was such a

And who

WANTED.

Banner Lye is
closed at
«nay be opened nr.d
at a
use of a small quantity
the
mitting
in
It is just the article needed
time.

Ιί will clean paint,
every household.
water,
floors, marl le and tile wcrk, soften
waste pipe·
disinfect sinks, closets and
Write for booklet "Lies 0/ Bunn*

Lye"—tree.

The Peon Cheat*! Work*. Philadelphia
Charte» KUuerilion Λ Co.. Boston. Mae*

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in 18 and

14 inch squares for $1,00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

a

celebrated poem.

4. A bird which rests in the day and
comes out at twilight to catch insects.
It makes a peculiar grating noise.
5. A water bird which furnishes a
soft and beautiful down.
Ko. 408.—A Bear Bee Pastime.
Β and three letters forming a drink?
Β and three letters forming waa?
Β and three letters forming a vege-

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
AS

A
DAILY

t

Tri-Weekly

Tribune

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

your

own

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

KlfOW

DO THIS

fa Animal 5tory

to?
Β and four letters formlug to commence?
Β and six letters forming to betray?
Β and four letters forming a princess?
Β and three letters forming the side
of a stream?
Key to the Pussier.
No. 380.—Additions: Pant, pantry.
Infant, infantry. Vest, veetry. Past,
pastry. Live, livery. Surge, surgery.
Do, dory. Rosa, rosary. Cur, curry.

Pelt, peltry. Sent, sentry.
No. 387.—Presidential Anagrams: 1.
Washington. 2. Lincoln. 3. Grant. 4.
Roosevelt. 5. McKInley.
No. 388.—Syncopations: Cleau, clan.
Marsh, mash. Fibre, il re.
No. 38U.—Beheaded Rhymes: Bridge,
ridge. Bred, bright, red. right Bill,
ill.
No. 3U0.—Double Diagonal:

WavrbikQ4

1.

tHinkxNo
BP
I Ν S ι Κ Ο

PARTNBBB
codNTbr β
C L
A f S I Β H
8
D Ε
H
A
C H A
κ
I
A
L
R 2.
8. C a V
KO. SU.—ueograpmcai ruiue; υu&Wood. Exmuuth.
No. 392.—Word Square: 1. Polkn. 2.
Orlon. 8. Litre. 4. Koran. 5. Auent.
Abbreviations : Jau-itor.
No. 393.
Feb-rtle. Mar-uialade. Apr-lcot. Mayonnaise. Jun-oestjue. Jul-lenne. Augmented. Sep-tlcide. Oct-oroou. Novel. Dec-lded.
No. 394.—Word Hunt: Fran kin cense.

Fri-end-ly.

busted—haven't

a

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

WOOD ASHES FOR
In any

5ALE|

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulare address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO.DEALER

IN COAL AND WOOD.

for awkwardness and stiffened muscles
Tbie is
as well, is running on all fours.
not usually considered a graceful feat,
but it can be made so, and wben a
woman succeeds in performing tbo feat
gracefully, then ber awkwardness is a
tbing of tbe past, and she has taken
pounds of euperlluous flesh off ber hips.
First, there will naturally be a rush of
blood to the head. The novice will be
dizzy, ber arms will ache and her limbs
be sore and lame. But practice it ten
minutes a day for six months, and tbe
result will be well worth the effort in·
fort involved.—New York Telegram.

jnd

tree and sigh and smirk and look coy,
and she would sit behind her palm leaf
fun and look bored and weary.
But she liked Jim for all that, and I
think they would soon have been married, as Jim was about to propose, but

for one little event
"You are so hard to please," he said
"I have brought you all
one day.
kinds of nice things, and none seem to
suit you. You don't like flgs unless 1
them and take all the seeds out

dry

"Kindly aend me by express SabstltatM
another bolt!· of "L. P." At- ^
*
wood's Bitters. I am unable
to obtain It In this city. Wu ImttaUoM
offered bitters put up by Moses Atwood in package resembling style In
which the 'L. P.' Is packed, but not knowing
anything of the value of other bitters, and
harlng known and loved the 'L. P.' Atwood'a
Bitters for nearly thirty years. I am going to
continue usine It."—G W. Crbbley, 1036
N. 43Ά St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

I

REDUCED RATES.
91-00.
91.00.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily except Sunday, at γρ. M.

Freight

rates

other lines.

always

as

low

Hints

for

House Furnishing.

Do not make the drawing room appear
like a bric-a-brac shop. Have a fair
showing of ornaments, but have them
all rare and beautiful, and spread out
that they may be appreciated by tbe
observer.
To have a pretty home avoid glaring
contrasts of color.
If the wall papers are figured, choose

For liver troublée and constipation
there is nothing better than DeWitt's
Little Early Risers, the famous little
Pills. They do not weaken the stomach.
Their action upon the system is mild,
pleasant and harmless. Bob Moore, of
LaFayette, Ind., says: "No use talking,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers do their
I have used gripe
work. All other
and make me sick in the stomach and
Little Early
me.
DeWit's
never cured
Risers proved to be the long sought relief. They are simply perfect.1' Persons
traveling find Little Early Risers the
most reliable remedy to carry with them.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

pills

Pennibue—Poor Scribbles is worried.
Inkerton—What's the trouble?
Pennibue—He's afraid be has lost his
cunning as a humorist. The English
magazines are beginning to copy his

jokes.

In reply to inquiries we have pleasure
in announcing that Ely's Liquid Cream
is
like the solid preparation
Balm
admirable
that
remedy in
of
that it cleanses and heals membranes
affected by nasal catarrh. There is no

sneezing. The Liquid Cream
use by patients who
have trouble in inhaling through the
The price, innose and prefer spraying.
cluding spraying tube, is 75 cents. Sold
by druggists or mailed by Ely Brothers,
drying

or

Balm is adapted to

56 Warren Street, New York.

The solicitor—Don't you think 120,000
cash would be punishment enough for
his breach of promise?
ture. If they canuot be used now, tbey
The aggrieved one—No! indeed! I
the
in
may come into fashion again
me.
him to
want

SPEEDY RELIEF.

A salve that heals without a sear is
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. No remedy
effeots such speedy relief. It draws oat
inflammation, soothes, cools and heals
all cots, burns and braises. A sure cure
for Piles and skin diseases. DeWitt's la

the οηΐτ genuine

Witoh Hasel Salve.

Qg«·

't\

vvv\y\\vv\\vt>

^

s

**
Just-as-good" arc hut
the health of
and
with
endanger
trifle
that
Experiments
Intents and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Portland Division.

....

V\

All Counterfeits, Imitations and

[astern Steamship Company.
Sta erooins,

ν

The Kind You Have Always Bought* and which has been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under hi s personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.

Relieves the Over-Charged Stomach
and Bowels. Quiets the Nerves
and Brings Restful
Sleep

Portland to Boston,

7

CASTOR IA

fa

as

What is CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare·
is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Bears the

Signature

ALWAYS

of

F. LI3C0MB, Agent,

J.

Franklin

Wharf,

Portland, Me

The Kind Tou Hare Always Bougbt

Picture Frames

In Use For Over 30 Years.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
L

"18 IT RTON ED Γ
You won't ent oocoanuts because It'·
What can I get
bo hard to chew them.

you'/"
"Oh." she Bald wearily. "I should so
like one of those lovely purple plums
that grow up.ou the mountain."

"I'll go to the ends of the enrth to
I'm off," said Jim
as he ran on. his beautiful tail dragAfter much hard
behind him.

please you. dear.

ging
climbing he secured a fine luscious
plum and ran to her with It.
"Here, dear one," said Jim. "I have
brought it." holding it up to her. She

looked at it a moment, shut her eyes
aud said: "Is it stoned? You
know I can't really take the trouble to
stone It."
"Oh, you lazy thing!" said Jim.
And he
"Bah! I'll never marry you!"

slowly

didn't.
J >on't be laiy,
l.itη

girls.—Detroit

:·..1:·ιι

Journal

lioulm.

Mouldings s,JL

&

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ATTENTION

The Oxford Democrat
AND

j

reheuvCATARRH
aare

to

.^%VbS,

glv·

**ati»iaction

Ely's

Cream Balm

j

M
jHAVfEVER fig

C0LP'*HEAD

absorbed,

CHiWBIiEK,

Builders' Finish !

first letter a:id transpose those that re- great trade.
main to form a v.ord.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for $5,1.
Anaemia.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
The word anaemia is of modem ori- stops, in nice condition, for 94*1.
gin. It was first mentioned by Albert
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, si*
Michel In 1732 In a thesis entitled "De octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
Anaemia." However, If the nomencla- that cost $125, for ·6«Ι.
ture is new, the morbid condition indiOne second hand square piano, a nice
cated by the word was at all times one, for •119, worth $140.
sevwell known. Hippocrates devoted
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
eral pages to a description of this particular condition, but Halle was the
first to apply the term to a malady
which was prevalent In 1802 among the
BILLINGS BLOCK,
□liners of Anzln, In the north of
Ή nine.
Eolith
Purl*.
a
detailhe
which
of
gave
France, and
ed description.

W. J.

A Candid Critic.
Candid Critic—Awfully good son#
that! You ought to be with Carl
Rosa. Jones (feeling rather flattered*
—Really, do you think so? Awfully
kind of you to—er—but Carl Ilosa Is
dead. Candid Critic—Yes. I said you
ought to be with him.—London Tatler.

Banter to Manage.

Vlrglnla—I have looked the matter

from all sides. Jack offers me a
fortune and Harold nothing but his
brains. Hazel—I suppose you will take
the one you love the best? Virginia—
I have concluded that I can take better care of Jack's money than of HarTommy Knew.
Mamma (to a friend who is lunching
with lier)—I don't know why it is, but
I always eat more when we have company than when we're alone. Tommy
(helping himself to a third piece of
cake)—I know why it is—'cause we
have better things to eat.
Snatalnlng Power.
"A hundred dollar bill will sustain
a weight of forty-seven· pounds lengthwise," says a treasury statistician. It
will also su. tain a man for a couple of
months in a fairly good boarding
house.—Washington Post
Ita

Every

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

Farmer

Farmer

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

subscribe for

:i

Good Local

Weekly Newspaper

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

to

items of interest to himself and

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
admirably

will

supply

your

for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
every

wants
a

household.

NEEDS

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
improvements
methods
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

The New-York

Tribune Farmer,
will poet you every week on all
of
important agricultural topics
tho day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

Any person sending

money with the order

us the

can secure

the Democrat and Tribune Farm=
er

One Year For $1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TODAY
'6.

South Paris, Maine.

Y

X
Λ

X

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for
will please send to the add res·» below The

which

a

Oxford

Λ

λ

you
Year:
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One

X

Send Democrat to

Send Farmer

Î

^X

to

ν

Signed

The Papers may be sent to different χ
address^ if desired
χ

NOTE.

τ) TRUES
ELIXIR

t worm remedy made. It ha*
been in use since Τ .S31 Is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. \Vher>.·
«

no

wormsnrepresentltacUosaTonlc,

and correct» the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constitution and Hlllousness, and α valuublo
remedy In all the common complaints
of children. 1'rlce 35 eta. Ask your
dru<tflNt for It.
I>r. J. V. TKi:Κ Λ CO., Aobuni, Me.
Bp«<.li<ltrcatniciitr>rrt]K! Worm·. I'm Kami'Mul.

t

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

The

Sadden.
will be at Elm House, Norway
Tom—But isn't your love for Miss
Dec. 20, and
Plalnum rather sudden? Jack—I sup- of each following month.
pose so. But, you see, her rich aunt hours, 10:3ο a. m. to 4 p. M.
died rather suddenly.
Examined free.

3d Tuesday j
Office'

Tuesday,
Eyes

Chan seable.

I

-

QUAKER RANGE

HundrcdHOfcblhlreutiudiidultithave

worms, but are trented forotherdlsease*.
Tbu syinptomsaru:—Indigestion, with »
vurlahleappetlte; foultongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly wltli occaNlonal grlplngsaml ruins about the navel;
eyes heavy and dull ; Itclilngof thencoe;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
rturtlng «luring sleep; Blow fever; and
often In children, convulsions.

over

old's brains.—New York Press.

Wheeler,

$1.75

-

Every

Also Window à Door Frames.
Planing, Sawing

FOR

C<<*<<<<>ChXmXmXKO<)00<X>0<S30^

*
A

Glvu Relief at once.
...it!· often raised money on
It cleanses, soothesj
aside
»·): c j. ·>. ri'.'ù work, then put it
anil heals the diseased f
lie once drew up membrane. It cures I
·. i sti.rîed mother.
drives 1
ami
catarrh
of Arts away a cold In the·
; ·.» isc-ctus f >r a "Dictionary
S ic'.U-H's" and obtained promises
ileal» and
•i' l.elp /rom his friends, Johnson,
of
protect» the Membrane. Restores the Sensej
booksellthe
full Size, 50 cents, at I »ri»fçbut
and
Smell.
Taste
noids and Burke,
or by mall. Trial size In cent', by mall.
glsts
the
and
wi-re too wary for once,
ELY 1ÎKÔTIIKRS, Κ Warren Street, New York.
Kcl.cme fell through. One of his last
propos.*:Is was the "Survey of ExperiC. W.
! ..:< :ital 1'hilosophy," which mot with
the same fate.
The more practical Dr. Johnson could
liin;M>If devise and not undertake. He
once thought of "writing a life of Oliver
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Cromwell, but it is as well perhaps
91ze or Style at reasonable prices.
that he changed his mind. His constitutional Indolence was too great to admit of his undertaking many great litIf In w.tnt of any kind of Finish for Inside or
erary enterprises, and. unlike ColePine Lum
Outside work, send in your orders
ridge. he was well aware of the fact. ber and .Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
of
Shakeedition
his
over
He dawdled
and Job Work.
speare for nine years, although he had
promised it in a year, and only finishMatched Hani Wood Kloor Hoards for sale.
ed it in consequence of the attack of
Churchill, who accused him of cheatW.
U

-

FOR ONE YEAR

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

FARMERS!

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

L. M. TUFTS,
la

CINTSUH COMMIT, TT HUnlUY STIICCT, New YORK err».

THK

tioneering purposes.

TONIC TO THE SYSTEM.

_

/

Tanzee was very much in
Miss Bab Boone, who wee
be a very terrible flirt.
did not seem to care, though
the young lady was very hard to suit.
He tried hia beet to please her. Putting on his best looks be would come
sit for hours at the foot of her

Mr. Jiui
love with
known to
But Jtm

•>'v

Organs,

"I'm a selfmade man," remarked the
lond-voiced individual. The other look·
Brass and silverware are often negleoted at him closely. "I cannot accept
ed because so much rubbing is required
yonr apology," he said.
to clean them. Half a cup of whiting,
water.
Jennie Stitrer, Omaha—"I have gained I then All up the onp with oold
into a bottle, and add
thirtj-flve pounds in two months. Noth- ! Pour this mixture
Shake well
one ounce of ammonia.
ing did me good until I used Hollister's before
usine. Weta flannel cloth with
Rooky Mountain Tea." A blessing to1
aftersickly woman. Oris Stevens; V. A. this, and rub the uwr «ad fartas,
wards polishing aayl dry.
Shurtleff 4k Go.

X

They Did Not Marry

ι

large

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

Wl y

Hit md it

Thirty Yoars
true L·.*. .udcantbo
———' Footed bj
--

....

Getting

__

Only the
ρ

E.
CHANDLER,
his subscribers:
ing
Voire
îVoJt
,Ηι:η,ηθΐ
MORE STOMACH TROUBLES.
hook
his
He for subscribers baits
All stomach trouble is removed by
pie. And while it may be
And takes j our cash, but where'· your
reach of city dwellers generally, there the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It
book?
are a vast number of country and village
No matter where; wise fear, you know.
gives the stomach perfect rest by digestthe robbing of a foe.
the
Forbids
at
hand
matrons who have always
ing what you eat without the stomach's
But what to serve our private ends
article peculiar to its construction. This aid. The food builds up the body, the
Forbids the cheating of our frlendsT
is cream. A little salt, as much thick rest restores the stomach to health. You
—Chambers' Journal.
cream as will be necessary as a mixing don't have to diet yourself when taking
elemeut to go with enough fiour to make Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. J. D. Erskine,
A Mathematical Piitlr.
the quantity wished, are all the materials of Allenville, Mich., says, "I suffered
Here le a strange little puzzle, which
Heartburn and Stomach trouble for
required.
stock of new
I have a
The method from a scientific stand- some time. My sister-in-law has had has the same answer, Independent of
point is a success. With its simplicity— the same trouble and was not able to eat the fact that uo two people solving the Pianos and
and have
tbe articles used, except the pinch of for six weeks. She lived entirely on puzzle were born the same year and
salt, being only two—failure is impossi- warm water. After taking two bottles consequently use the same figures. some nice trades in second
ble. This, even to the expert, is a com- of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure she was entire- Write down the figures of the year you
mendation, but to the young matron tbe ly cured. She now eats heartily and is wore born and from thle take awny hand instruments,
happiest relief. To get just tbe right in good health. I am glad to say Kodol four. Add your age at next birthproportion of lard and water, and to so gave me instant relief." Sold byF. A.
1 have one Colonial Style, mahogany
day If It comes before January, othermix and roll that the crust would be Shurtleff & Co.
wise your age at your last birthday. case. Pease piano, 71 octave, almost new,
neither tough nor soggy, short enough
McFlub—He pressed his suit, donned Multiply the result by 1,000 and from for él8S.
yet not too short, and flaky and tender,
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
is the most difficult feat in cookery.—Ex. it; called on his girl, pressed his suit, this deduct 085,423. Substitute for the
won and married ner, and now he has
figures corresponding letters of the al- new, for •900, worth $250.
me
Keuucing
nips.
One second ?-and Ivers & Pond piano,
applied for a divorce.
phabet, as A for 1, Β for 2, etc. The
One of the most strenuous exercises
Sleeth—And the lawyers are pressing result Is a Chinese table delicacy walnut case, for $3-10, worth $300.
for reducing tbe hips, but one of the his suit now, eh?
which Is used In this country for elecI have a nice oak case organ at Rumbest for tbe reason that it is a specific
Strike out the ford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a

marry
future.
Avoid cheap sash curtains with handpoor isn't a serious crime:
Put on a bold front, work with all your some inside curtains and vice versa.
InnMrtant Co Mother·.
might,
Have a general sitting room where
Trantna carefully every bottle of 0A8T0RLL,
You're sure to win by taking Rocky tbe entire family can congregate cozily
a safe and ran remedy for iafaato sad children,
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
Mountain Tea at night.
in the evening, and, if possible, have an
and see that It
Sonth Paris, Maine.
Orio Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
fire and good reading lamps there,
open
Your name and addrees on a postal card to THE NEW·
and a comfortable lounge in one corner.
He—And are your father and mother
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will
Remember that the kitchen outfit is
on good terms now?
bring you a free sample copy.
not the cheapest part of the furnishing.
SO Tears.
Sne—Oh, yee. They are the best of
If the carpets or rugs are too expen- la Vs· Tor Over
friends since they were divorced.
lbs Bad Toe Bars Always Sought
whioh come in
sive,
plain
ingrains,
buy
V
all colore and both wear forever and are
Have yon indigestion, constipation,
in good taste.
always
trouble?
He—This is certainly the age of freeheadache, backache, kidney
Do not choose any conspicuous or
Holliator's Rocky Mountain Tea will
for women.
tiresome upholsteries if yon du not ex- dom
mako you well. If it fails get your
Hi m-Yes, I notioe they are breaking
to furnish for some time and you
pect
money back. That's fair. Tea or tab- will thus avoid muoh family discontent. a good many bonds.
let form. 85 cents. Orin Stevens; F.
Her—Bonds! What kind of bonds?
Beware, above all, of trying to please
▲. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Him—Matrimonial bonds.
everybody in the house—it is a useless
and unsatisfactory proceeding.

dime,

For

PolK»

WE'VE GOOD ORES AT HOME.

Colds.

COUGHS AND COLDS.
plain carpets or draperies.
All coughs, colds and pulmonary comAvoid cheap reprints or poor pictures
plainte that are curable are quickly cured of any sort.
See that bookcases bave glass doors or
by One Minute Cough Cure. Clears the
phlegm, draws out inflammation and curtains to preserve the books.
heals and soothes the affected parts,
Purchase a few good articles of furnistrengthens the lungs, wards off pneu- ture rather than a host of cheap things,
monia. Harmless and ploasant to take. which will neither look well nor wear
well after the first month.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Do not put several varieties of styles
"A husband and wife never really in one apartment. That is, do not inknow each other," mused Uncle Jerry dict Victorian chairs upon Louis XVI
Prebblee, "until he's seen her in curl wall paper and combine empire sofas
papers and she's seen him shavin' him- and miesion clocks.
self at the kitchen window."
Do not despise any old piece of furni-

Supposing you're

Little

OBACKFULLT IF WE

tionable part, be made, the result need
not be otherwise tban a very cream of a NO
Β and tive letters forming previous
out of the

table.'

—

The New-York

CAR

they

numbness and
been
lack of circulation. Had a knife
could
the
pain
kidneys
into
my
thrust
My sleep
not have been more intense.
disturlied by visions of distorted
was

and

HEADQUARTERS FOR

80β.—Hidden Marne.

Ν·.

Pills I was almost
paralyscould
I
ed.
hardly stand on
befeet
my
the
of
cause

Indigestion Causes

W. Η. Winchester,

city in England.

a

efit. Just before
I began using
Doail's Kidney

Sts.,

MAINE.!

NORWAY,

385.—Doable Acrostic.
[Words of unequal length.]
1. Found In a blacksmith's shop. 2.
3. A large wading
Three together.
bird. 4. A precious stone. 5. A RoG. A planet.
man emperor.
Primais si>ell a city in Greece; finals
So.

ITS

"Now, why ia this?" said a pretty girl
who like· nice things, but hasn't money
enough to buy as many as she would like.
:1EET ▲ COLD FACE TO FACE AND WIN "My glove· are all worn out, βο that
there are holoe in all the finger tip·, and
OUT IN THE END.
I'm positively ashamed to wear them,
and I buy a new pair. But when I've
Now that the season for colds, coughs,
got the new pair I keep on wearing the
and neuralgic pains is with us, the care- old
ones, and I wear them without being
ful man is on the lookout for auch pre· ashamed of them at all.
ventive measures as will guard him
"Now, why is this? Well, I suppose
against the eager and nipping air that It's on account of the moral support I
the
for
a
winter's
sickmay prepare
way
get from the new gloves that I'm saving
It is the proper adaptation to his
ness.
up now at home. The people I meet
environment that must settle the quesdid before, that
may think, just aa
tion of his immunity against the ever the old
gloves are the best I've got, but
weather
ailments.
threatening
[ know better. I could wear just as
With the changing climate of our
as anybody, now, if I wanted to,
northern latitudes the task is often a goodso I trot
find
right along without worrydifficult one. Thus a sudden drop in
ing, wearing the old.
temperature is often followed by a
"And it's just the same about anything
veritable epidemic of catarrhal troubles. else. If
you've got good things you're
The ordinary phenomenon of a cold is
not ashamed to wear old ones.
explained by a rapid cooling of the sur"I've worn a skirt until it was so
face whereby the superficial circulation
shabby that it was a disgrace to appear
is temporarily arrested and internal con- in the street in
it, and then bought a new
are
The
gestions
produced.
primary one and bung it up in the closet and
effect is generally upon the mucous
on wearing the old one and feeling
membrane of the nose, throat, and upper keptas
chipper as could be in it; and I've
just
air passages.
known other girls to do just the sape
In consequence of this revulsion chillithing.
ness, lassitude, headache, sneezing, and
"If jou haven't got the things, you're
befollow
in
and
the
turn,
cough
patient
miserable; but if you have got them,
comes generally miserable.
Then, when you can wear what you like."—New
it is too late, he doubts his resisting York Sun.
powers against draughts, cold rooms,
undue exposure and the like, and is
Her Knowledge of Chinese.
ready to resign himself to the coddling
A young woman at a watering place
winter.
for
the
remainder of the
process
last summer made a reputation as a proStrange as it may appear, it is this mis- found linguist in a rather odd manner.
of
most
carefulnese
that
explains
guided
She called one day at a Chinese laundry,
the chronic catarrhs of the season.
where she bad left a shirt waist, but it
First on the list of eiich causative could not be
found, as there was no
illand
are
our
overheated
agencies
entry in the book of hieroglyphs correventilated apartments. Eminent medisponding to her pink slip. After a half
cal authorities maintain that the sudden hour's eearch the Chinaman found the
change from an over-warmed room to entry. A mistake bad been made, the
the cold air outside has more to do with
entry crossed out and a new set of
the production of cold than all other
hieroglyphs in tiny characters placed
air
The
combined.
supposed agencies
below! She was told that the waist
after
been
and,
dried,
having
passages,
would be laundered immediately and
so to speak, baked in our living rooms,
she could get it the next day.
are not only peculiarly sensitive to cold,
The next day the young woman called
but are in a condition least liable to re- for
it, accompanied by three other young
sist the influences of the change.
At the seashore the excitement
women.
The same principle might apply to of a visit to the ChiDese
laundry is not
overheating the body by too much cloth- to be despised. The Chinaman to whom
ing and enfeebling the skin by confined the pink slip was presented was not the
perspiration. The exact contrary condi- laundryman of the day before, and he
inurement to low
tion results from
experienced the same difficulty in findtemperature and the creation of a habit ing the identifying character, finally
of naturalxresistance. The man who is
saying "Not in book." The girl answeraccustomed to bare his throat to the ed
calmly, "I can find it," and the
blast never Buffers from tonsilitis, and Chinaman allowed her to take the book.
the one who is used to the cold morning
Turning the leaves until she came to
plunge never knows a shiver, even in one that had an entry croseed out, with
zero weather.
another in tiny characters under it, she
The real moral is to face the cold wain handed it to the Chinaman. "There it
to
tban
ratber
to
a bold front,
conquer
is," and, to his surprise he found it.
ehrink from it and be overcome in tbe
"You only lady I know spik Chinese,"
end. Tbe hardened man makes hie skin he said. And the other girls looked
an ever ready adjuster to all variations
admiration.—Kansas
upon her with
of temperature. Tbe feebler one can apCity World.
proach such a state of protection and
Not Contagioue.
may in tbe end equal it.
A like principle applies to exercise.
A pretty teacher in a country school
With ordinary garments tbe well indi- bad a
profound dread of smallpox and
vidual never suffers from cold while in was most energetic in
backing up the
a
in
motion, but the one who sits or lies
efforts of the local board of health. It
from
or
in
a
cold room
open came to her ears that the mother of one
draught
door or window ie sure to become a of her
pupils was confined to the bed
victim of his indiscretion.
with a mysterious disease, and she at
These are simple enough rules in them- once
jumped to the conclusion that it
selves, but few think of applying them was smallpox. She put the pupil
to individual needs until reminded of
through a rigid cross questioning but
their lost opportunities.
without obtaining from her any informaThe worst of all is that a cold taken in tion as to the nature of the illness. She
and
thus
early winter is apt to linger
then sent the child home with positive
prepare tbe system for even more dis- instructions to find out the nature of the
of
lack
Tbe
very
tressing ailments.
disease and equally positive orders to revital resistance that invites tbe first at- main at home should the
malady prove
tack of catarrh is apt to intensify tbe
to be contagious.
colds.
This
to
subsequent
predisposition
Next morning the little girl appeared
in a great measure explains the prevateacher
the
among her classmates,
lence of pneumonia during tbe inclement
"Jenny
observing her exclaimed:
Tbe microbe never attacks a
season.
Thompson, are you hero again? hasn't
healthy membrane, but lies in wait for your mother got tha smallpox?"
the local debilitation which furnishes
"If you please, ma'am," said Jenny,
the soil for tbe seed.
"ma mither says it's a boy, but it's not
be
could
No more forcible argument
catchin' if you're careful."—Modern
used in favor of preventive measures Medical Science.
troublo
tbe
slightest respiratory
against
that may show itself at this time. NothFlorence—How did you get along with
lowers
the vital resistance against your French while you were in Paris?
ing
all winter diseases more tban the initiaMarion—Beantifully.
tive and apparently insignificant cold.—
Florence—Then you had no difficulty
New York Herald.
in making yourself understood?
Marion—Ob, I don't think anybody
How to Make Delicious Pie Crust. had the least idea what I was talking
with about; but, then, you know, they are so
I often wonder why women
plenty of milk and cream in their pan- polite in Paris."
better
usee
and
make
more
do
not
tries
She—Do you really enjoy whist, Mr.
of those valuable helps to almost every
Finesae?
part of any bill of fare.
He—Do I enjoy it? Notât all, madam;
Many people cannot eat pie because
the crust distresses them. Yet there is not at all. I play a distinctly scientific
a way by which if the crust, the objec- game.
Prevention of

for kidney and
t r ouble,
liver
but without ben-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth

Uomapondeaoe on topics of Interest to the 1»U
la solicited. Address : Editor Bomuwu
Column. Oxford Democrat. Part·. Maln«

doctoring j •pell

was

Wearing OM Clothes.

HOMEMAKERS" COLUMN.

Wanted.

Parke—He says he dresses according
to travel I
to the climate. Rowe—If he did that
Lady or gentleman of fair education
he wouldn't have time to do anything for a Ann of $190,000 capital. Salary $1,071
Address
jsar sad expen·*, paid weekly.
•lie-Town ToplflL
M.VI8C1VAL, Soitt Paria, Ms.

perl

V

λΛν.

nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remoye as they are put
on

without bolts.
\

50 cts.

Down and

50 cts.. week .<

Variety Store, Norway.

